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Abstract� 
Eleven subjects ranging in age from nine to twenty-six years were 
run on an out-of-office regimen of visual training , primarily to build 
plus-acce11tance and loosen the r.iOl.bi tu.al associations ::;:t colfi'l!@:t:Jilllr.::e i±'til1 
accommodation, and plus lens therapy. Results were inconclusi�, with 
fai.llng yatient motivfl!.tion as the greatest block to an adequate eval­
uation of program efficacy. Indications of movement toward reduction 
of myopia was note d during the tra ining for four subjects. But in all 
but one case, such progress was no longer evident by close-out. Dif­
ferences in "free" and "forced" posture tests of accoamodation led to 
postulating on possible mechanisms of change. Background research, 
in light of our results, leads us to believe that perceptual-lifestyle 
factors may play a large role in determining degree of permanence of 
any such change. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Clinical opinion differs as to the ability to halt and regress myopia through 
a plus lens-visual training regimen.I Past studies indicate an ability to train 
visual acuity, but no concomitant change in refractive error.2 Ludlam, and other 
functionalists, claim that refractive status can indeed be altered.3 
Our premise is that changes can be brought about in the refractive state, 
to the benefit of the patient. We support the view of "school age myopia" •� 
a two-stage process, with functional changes leading structural ones.4 Our 
therapy aims at that first functional stage. 
The present study has a two-fold purpose. First, we hope to demonstrate 
the utility of our therapy in reducing the refractive error. Second, we wish 
to identify those measures which might best predict successful cllnical application. 
Although our position on ayopia strongly leans toward a pred0111inantly en-
vironaental cause, our therapy stands independent of that underlying premise. 
Disorders not having an environmental cause can sometime• be modified thrc·Jtgh 
behavioral aeans. Conversely, enviromnentally baaed disorder• are not always 
alterable behaviorally. 
5 In this light, the work of Miller (1969) and others has yielded strong ex-
perimental support for the conditionability of a variety of autoimmic responses 
previously considered beyond the scope of training. Although he realizes the lack 
of exact knowledge on the physiological basis of myopia, he argues that some 
autonomic factors •ust be involved. Thus, refractive error should fall within 
tbe scope of trainability. 
A paychodynamic theory wherein decreased visual acuity might be reinforced 
through anxiety reduction has been advanced by Kelly (1969)6• His studies support 
this hypothesis, and utilizing a Haploscope, to rule out iaproved interpretation 
or increa•ed depth of focus, he found the aechani•• of change to be ref�active. 
Following ¥elly'• lead, Gidding• and Laayoa (1974)7, found •iaaificant 
reduction in ... •ured refractive error in ayope• following verbal reinforce-
aent contingent upon correct reaponeH to acuity d ... nd targete. 'ftae procedure 
wee carried out in conjunction with eyet ... tic deeeaeitisation type relaxation 
technique•. The aa)or argtment againet the validity of their findiaga ia the 
lack of a double-blind condition in aeaauring refractive error, although tlae 
author• address th-•elve1 to this point by referring to pa1t 1tudiee aupporting 
the objective reliability of the aeaeurer in queation. 
' 
3 'l'h• above evidence, coupled with Luella•'• aucceee in regre11ing ayopia, 
••rv•• ae our •ndate for pursuing thie area in a controlled ltudy. In placing 
structure upon the data collected, aa ia neceaaarily done, we put U.11iUtione on 
conatructed ayaclr011t11. '1'be predictive worth of any auch syndrome d•pende upon 
th• inforaation which feeds it. We have attempted to identify a• aany area• •• 
aeemecl geraa e. 
Background on Mxppia 
Claaalfication•: 
There ii a coaplete lack of unani•ity on the .. thocl of claulfication of 
ayopia. Goldachaidt8 att•pta to claaaify ayopia into nine different categories. 
The first i• by the aaount of ayopia1 either low, 11e>derate, or high. Lillit1 
within thHe subdivilions are arbitrary and clinician• will set their own 1tandards. 
'Dlil category ii practkal and uaeful for clinical work. Our 1tudy h ba1ed 
on those ayopes cla11ified a• low--le1s than 2. 00D. 
The next category i1 biological. Many scientist• have accepted the idea of 
biological variation• but find that a number of casea of ayopia fall outside a 
aonaal range of variation. Those outside the range are termed "pathological 
117opia" and.tho•• within are termed "physiological ayopia". '11le boundary between 
the two type• ii vague and in •ny ca1H it h often iapouible to decide to 
which group a ayope 1hould belong. Therefore, froa a clinical point of view 
thia category h impractical. 
. . I . 
We kaow that myopia �· cauaed by a di1crepancy between the refractive 
characteristic• and the axial length of the eye. 'l'hi• ie the baeia for the 
third category which ii according ·to nonaal and pathological components of the 
eye•' refractive 1y1tea. However, Sorsby119 data indicates that aost cases of 
aaetropia are due to fiaulty correlation between· individual coaponent1 which 
th-.elvea lie within the noraal range. Wille only a few ca••• are due to 
pathological componenu. 
Th• fourth category b ophthalaological. Tbeae are baaed on the fundu1 
changes and 11 usually teraed "degenerative ayopia". 
'11le f lfth category ii based on progres1ion. Dondera in 1864 subdivided 
ayopic progreaaion into stationary, t-.porarily pro�re1aive, and chronically 
progreaeive. 'l'hie basis for c:laHification can only �· u1ed in retrospect. 
The sixth category ia accord ing to time o f  onset o f  myopia . The subdivisions 
are c ongenita l, infantile and juvenile . Our study ie dealing with the on1et of 
myopia at the juvenile stage . 
The last category is baaed oin fa•d.Hal investigwtions and it deals with 
the genetic fac tors . 
The above criteria for c lassifica tion is not exhaustiv e .  However , some 
authorities do not deaire such a deta iled c lassi fication .  9 ·  Sorsby suggests the 
tenas "correlation ametropia" and "component ametropia". Correlation ametropia 
are refractive errors in which the individua l component• of the eye are within 
the same range as those for the e ... tropic eye. Component aaetropia are refrac-
t ive errors w ith ind ividua l components fa l l ing outside the range of e1111etropic 
eyes. Usua l ly, these are h igh ( greater than ·4.00) refractive errors and 
axia l length is the culprit. In our study we are dea l ing with low ayopee, there•-
fore our subjects w i l l be of the correlation aaetropic variety . 
Borish1 c lass i f ies myopia into two categories . The first of these is by 
origi n ,  which inc ludes "corre lative myopia" and "component ayopia ". The second 
ta by the aaount 'of myopia , which ta divided into low, .. d iua, h igh , and very 
h igh . 
Classifications vary among authore but many of the basic categories in the 
d ifferent c lassification systems are similar. 
Heredity vs. Environment: 
The nature of myopia has drawn a long history of speculation and investlga-
tion. Central among these has been the "nature versus nurture" con troversy. 
In l ight of much of the current literature , environm�nt appeara to play the 
10 more sign i ficant role in the beginning progression o f  myop ia ., 
Studies on the hereditary causes of myopia have .. inly dealt with identical 
twins and c011paring the resulu w ith �.-atemail twins , sibl ings and unrelated 
individua l s .  However , eavironmeatal fac tors in these studie1 can not be ruled 
out becau1e of the relatively i•po1sib le·to•coatrol circuastancea of nonaal 
huaan existenc e .  
Youns14 used primate twins i n  hereditary l inea and found n o  relation of 
refractive status in young aonkeys and parents. He conc luded tha t heredity 
was a a inor factor in monkeys insofar as the refract ive state was concerned . 
Part of the probl .. o f  this conc lusion is that the tota l refract ive status does 
not ref l ect the mode of inheritance and c onfuses the rela t ionship of the component• 
of refract ion and inheritance. Refra ction status is the resul t  of a coabination 
of severa l var iables , each of which � be inf l uenced genetica l ly. Therefore , 
it ii necessary to know the genetic influence of each component or varia ble in 
order to know how tile eye itlel f ,  ia affected. 
Sorsby , et al , 9 conc luded in their sttudy of uniovular twins , b iovular 
twins , and unrelated pa irs tha t genetic influences exceeded the eavironaental 
influence• oa the individual components of the eye. Xiaura , 15 on forty-nine 
pair• of twins gound a high inheritance for the curvature of the c ornea , pea• 
terior lens surface , and axial length. 
these studies prove that heredity does have a place in lllJopia , but none 
di1prove the affec ts of environment. Other a t t  .. pt• for hereditary cau1ea have 
been done on twins which were ra ised apart from each other . '1'he effects of 
different enviromaente upon the development of ayopia waa then deterained. YounglO 
points out, however, that these kinda of atudie1 suffer fra11 the inability of the 
inveatigatora to place the aubjecta in differing viaual environaenta. Studiea 
have ahown that even though twina are raiaed apart fl'Dm each other a their en­
vironaent 11 essentially the same. 'Ibis is due to the fact that an attempt is 
made to place children in enviro .. enta characteristic of their natural parents'. 
!nvironaental studies on myopia began on monkeys. Levinaohon11 and others 
deaonetrated that aonkeya placed in a position such that �h�ir face waa hori­
zontal for six hours a day, six days a weak, developed ayopia of one to six 
diopters in 20'% of the animals in leaa than six months. The control animals 
developed very little ayopia or none at all Which indicates that both heredity 
and environment play a role in myopia. 
Young11 in 1961 showed that restricted visual apace had a strong effect 
on ayopia developaent in monkeys. He kept nine moakeya in a restricted visual 
space eituation of fifteen inches distance froa four to eleven aontha. All 
aonkeys exhibited an increase in myopia. Two showed only a slight increaae 
of .25 to .SOD and the rest showed aore than l.OOD change toward myopia. 'l'he 
average chaDge wa• .75D in six aonths. Young's data indicate• that restriction 
of visual space to essentially a near work situation ie related to the devel­
op11ent of ayopia. He also found that the amount of myopia developed varied 
with age. In other atudiea,11 younger aonkey1 in the aaae situation developed 
up to three or four diopters of ayopia. This seems to correlate with longi­
tudinal studies done on humans where the earlier the onset of ayopia tke greater 
the final extent willibe. Since not all animals developed ayopia at the saae 
rate, Young postulated that hereditary factors are also involved. 
The ujor study which supports the environaental viewpoint for the cauae 
of ayopia was done on !ski.mos in Barrow, Alaska in 1969
12 
and 1970
11 
by Young. 
'11\is study came about from the obaerva.tion&-.af..two opto.etrista, Roy Box and 
Curtia Johnson, that older EskU.01 1howed virtually no myopia, while younger 
one1 tended to 1how a relatively high incidence of myopia. It appeared to 
Young to possibly evaluate the effect• of achooling , i.e. near work activities, 
on the developaent of refractive char�ct�ristics an� aore over to deteraine the 
hereditary aspects of the transaiaeion of theae refractive characteriatica. 
He compared older Eskimos who had little or no schooling with younger ones whose 
school ing was c oaparable to childre� in the continental United State•. 
Furthermore, there was a built-in environaental factor in the study. 
Barrow, Alaska has nineteen week• a year with leu than aix hours of daylight and 
most Eskimo houses have only one 40-watt bulb per ro011. Therefore, for d.ght 
or more hours per day people were under the illumination of about four foot• 
candlea. 13 This variable parallEled Young ' s earlier atudy with monkey•, in 
which h• kept monkeys under differe�t iitl.U111inationa and found that more myopia 
developed in the monkeys that were kept at a level of illumination of five foot-
candlea. 
There was found to be a great difference between the proportion of •yope1 
occurring from age forty•one and above and thoae occurring ages forty and below. 
Only two subjects out of 131 in the forty-one and above age group shaved myopiae 
'Dtia is 1\1. The forty and below group had 15� out of 377 subjects showing ayopia, 
or 44. 7'%. Thia far ·exceeds the amount of myopia usually seen in an American 
or European population of the same age group. The older group, forty-one and 
above on the other hand, falls far abort of the amount usually demonstrated by 
American or !uropean populations. And, is more comparable to that found among 
African natives. 
Family unit• were used to trace the development of refractive characteri1• 
tics within faailiea and to look at the influence of varying e.vironaental con-
ditions upon the development of refractive ch�racteri1tic1• Of the 191 parents 
exaained. only sixte�n, or 8$4%, showe d any myopia. However, of t heir 227 off­
sp ring , 133 or 58.6%, were myopice In th� older age group of fifty•six and 
above all fifty-four subjects showed no •yopia at all. This shows that aeither 
the grandparents nor the parenu have myopia and yet the children have an ex­
cept ionally high proportion of myopi.a. !'he m.tin difference itt lifestyles between 
the parents and offspring was the int�oduction of the American style of c 0111pulsory 
schooling and the lack of outside entei'tainment which leads to a considerable 
amount of rea ding among ac hool ch:l.ldren. This 1upp orta1 the concept that heredity 
play1 little or no role in the doveiopment of ayopis aaong thil leld.mo populat ioD . 
'th er e waa 110 atatistical correlation found between the children and pa re1'its 0 
refrac tive characteristics. However, the correlation betweea s ibling• is high 
and significant. 'l'his would indicate that there is strong enviromaental com• 
ponenta operating to create this correlation. 
Mo1t evidence pointa to near �ork as t he cause of this increaae in myopia. 
the expansion in sc hool education and reading c:aueed the children to be in an 
enviromnent of near work. Furtheraore, a lot of their near work ••• done under 
low artificial illumination. therefore, we can aee from the re1ult1 in t he 
l1killo aaudies that myopia is not a simple production of heredity, but that 
it ii creat ed by c hang es in env:h·onaentul conditioae. 'l'h• moat important of 
which ia probably near work stress. 
Same investigators 16 have postulated that there is an increase in pre11 ur e 
in the vitreous c ha•be:r of the eye as a result of near-point activities due to 
tr•n•latory pressure of the eirtrinsic auscles during convergence. 'nlia increa1e 
in pre1sure results in the eillargeaent of the vitreou1 chamber, thereforet ayopia 
occurs. 
Our study will b® b&sed on a ll�viating this near work atreaa by lenses an d 
proper couns el oa the subject& environoent.3 We will go one step further and 
try to regreu thil myopia through hli11ic v_ilu.al training regimens. 
Early inveotigatcrm found a high incidance of hyperopia o" newborn infants. 
Cook and Gla��cockl7 i� a study of 2JJ98 n®wb�rn infants found 74�9% were hyper-
-.25D and +SoOOD. 
at birth. Pre�chool childr�n studies again Ghow trends towards hyperopia. 
Molnar1 in 1961, gave the following averages: +2o70D for one to ®ix aontha, 
+2.60D for six tlil twelv<it monthli39 +2.40D for one to two yean, and +l.90D for 
two to five years. 
However, longitudinal studies by almost all investig�tore have noted a trend 
toward incr'2laoing myopli.&I or lessoning hypeiropb ��ith increadng age. Hirsch20 
fould the ave�age refrQcti�n �t th� �ime of achool entrance to be +l.OOD with lea1 
of school were found. The t�end at&d rats of cha�ge per year depe�ded upon tae 
degree and typ@ of error upon admission to school. H!rsch20 aUl.liUrized the 
trends: 
If a child at age ab: hllls ,'J spb11d.c&1l refraction betwe�n +a50 and 
+1825D he hes a greater cha�ce of becoaing 61mtetropic. lf he has 
a 11pherical rah'acticm from pfano to +.SOD there is a high prob­
ability he will b� myopic and th� possibility is even greater if 
he also exhibits astigmatism agai�st-the-rule over .12D. 4 child 
who i• myopic at the age of five and six ��11 rMUin ayopic and 
the •yopia will prob.mbly. ificreaav� .. 
A relation between age of onset of :LnU:hl myopia and the rate of progreuion 
1 has been reported by FltBtcher showing a lesser irate of progreaaion with later 
21 
on.set. Baldwin su\illldriz0d thet th@ mer.it critical period for the development 
and .increase of myopia is fr111m e�ven to �ighteen. 
Tho chaYracterbt.ic of low hypiaropia going into ,. ycpia w1u aho found to 
occur in individuals �evente�n �nd eight��n ye�rs of age with 20/20 vi1ion, but 
22 
with eye lo plegic refractions of leH thsn +., 50D, by Hynes. This myopia would 
occur with in the next few years when under aituations of visual atree s . This 
ca� b� observed in teenagers whereupon entering coll�ge their visual demand� 
are incrusii:d. 
Our study will include this population of ayo,es along with others cf 
earlier onset. .All of these have recent ly gone into aycpia--l·rithin two yun=0 
and have had no previous prescription� It ia'fair to aeauae that if left alone 
thewe myopes would �ot undergo lllljor progreaslon. However, we will attempt to 
regreu tbia myopia and then compare our results with the effect of minus lensea 
on a sillilar population� 
_._-_ -
Atttillpts to halt progrca1ion: 
Many procedure• have been tried to halt the progreaaion of myopia. Moat 
of these procedure• atea from the belief that myopia ia due to either the effect 
of accQllJ!llodation and the extrinsic au1cle• upon intraocular tension or to ace-
01111i1odative posture. Theae procedures are concerned with the influence of neaw-
point application upon the myopia and are designed to either reduce the amount 
of accommodation, minimize the amount of convergence required , or to &void ill 
effects· upon e ither intraocular tension, or accoamodati.ve posture which near 
work might produce . 'l'his minimizing can be bl"ougtlt about by lenses 1 pris1111 • 
drugs, or visual training. 
The main drug used to relax accOllDOClation is atropine. 23 Bedros sia n did a 
study with atropine in which it was instilled in one ''' and the other ''' was ... . .·
. 
uaed· ao a control. 'l'be eye whicb w&• atropinized for a full year had aa average 
reduction-of leae tM.a .SOD in the ayopic ref11actiwe error and a complete stab• 
. �. ,. 
; 
. 
; 
itUzation of the r•fraction a8 l oag •• atropine vae contillued• 11a• other eye 
-
·
. 
' 
. . .
. 
· 
. . ;·.· 
. 
. . 
. progreaaec1· into myopia at the rate of .62D per year. At the end of the year 
. . 
. 
. 
. 
. . 
- - ' 
. 
;
 
. 
. 
. ' 
. . 
Bedroeaiaa reversed the condition. 'I'll• aewl
_
y atropinlsed �1• ehowed a reduction 
in ayopia of . 371> and l�eled off al&d remained constant. 'Ille previoualy atab­
Uizad eye .began to increase into myopia.· l'llia rea�lt shoved the. drnatic effect 
ac� oda.tloa has on. t._e ouec of •yopia and its progreeaion. 
Mally investigators have applied - tile uee of l euea to prevent aQd reduce 
. 
-
.·· 
- 24·' : 
-
- . i · .- . ' . . 
' -
•yopia with little au,ccelis. llllndell found no evlcleace to eupport the concept 
' . . . . . : ·� 
of control of myopia progression with the � •• of l�niaea, •inly bifoeab. · 'l'be 
. . . · · . 
reasoDS for Ilia lack of succeaavae due to poor experimat;al cleaiga. He llad 
. 
- .:· 
. 
. 
. 
' 
' 
. . 
. .  '· 
. 
-. 
two ·aroupa. The ff.rat group Whlcb wee to wear bi�ocala bad •n average initi•l 
' 
. 
. 
. 
. 
refractive error of -2. 7SD with aa a .. erage ialtial age of 14.3 7eare. His control 
. ' 
. 
. 
. . 
. 
- ' 
group had ail •verage initial tefracti�e er�or of -l.48D wi�bailtiaverag• initial 
. . 
-�-
. ; ._, 
. 
:';. . . . ,, ·. . . .
-,: ;·: .-; ,. ·� . 
. 
. 
age of 17.l� ci.eariy, the aubj&t-a •o'were fitteet wit- bi.ocal� were progreaaing 
. 
. . . 
; 
' 
. · ,  
at a higher �·�• sine� they b.ad developed alaost t�ice as much myopia by ag� 
fourteen at the control subject• had by 4ge aeventeeno Also, since myopia is 
suppo•ed to more or less stop progre•aing in the lat• teens (for individuals 
..... 
who do not go beyond high school) one would expect the seventeen-year old aubjecta 
to ahow leH pr�gre1sion with or without bifocal& thaa tne younger aubjecu who 
were 11le8riag bifocals. this lack of matching between the bifocal wearer• and the 
controb aakea it difficult to draw concluaion1, a lthough Mandell does conclude 
that the wearing of bifocals had little or no effect on the p�ogress ion of myopia. 
No atteapt to regress the myopia utilizing visual training ...a1 done in h is study. 
Many studies with poor controls 1uch as Mandell es have been carried out 
�ith balsically the same result• . Another factor which these studies do not take 
into account is the cooperation of the 1ubjecta involved in the study. H 
there h going to be an attfllllpt to evaluate the effect of lenses and visual 
training on the progres s ion and regression of ayopia the len1ea must be used 
and the visual training must be done. Investigators• unfortun1tely, too •ny 
tia•s auuae that their instructions have been followed. Atropine studies· are 
•uch easier controlled in this sen•e because it u1ually requires only o�e or two 
ainute• a day frora the subject. Thia could be a reason for the high succen 
in atropine studies when compared to bifocal studies. 
) Other factors againat past atudies as Ludlaa points out is the conservative 
approach of investigators in applying p lus and placing bifocal aegaents too 
low or too 1.all so patientl do not always look through them. Our st udy will 
try to get rid of uny of these variables by having adequate check-ups, training 
checklists, and extensive questioning of each patient. 
Oakley and Young.25 in a study of bifocal control of myopia used forty-
three native American bifocal wearers. The •ubjects were grouped by yearly 
age levels from nine to fifteen with a mixed gxoup of six to eight eyear olds. 
-· -.� 
'1'bey were matched on age, au:, and beginning refractive error. There were 
eighty;.three Native American control aubjecu who did not wear bifocals. Simi­
larly, 226 Caucasian bifocal wearer• were .. tched on the aame criteria againat 
192 control aubjecta. 'J.'be reaulta of the study were that the rtl:e of progreHion 
of myopia for the bifocal native jaerican aubjects waa . llD per year while the 
cvatrol group ahowecl a rate of progreaaion of .37D per year. ?he reaulta of the 
caucaai•D subjects were more aignificant in that the bifocal group ahowed'.02D 
myopia progression while the cuntrol group ahowed a rate of progreaaion of .52D 
per year. The greater aaount of progreHion in the Caucasian control group 
whea compared to the native .Aaerican control group could be due to the fact 
that in general, native Allerican1 do less reading. Oakley and Young showed that 
bifocala were an effective aeau of controlling the progression of myopia if 
they are applied under reasonably well controlled conditions. 
Again, thie study did not deal with regressing myopia and no viaual training 
waa applied. 
Develo,..ent of Myopia: 'nleories: 
Young l l ,l3 , in his work w ith long term longitud inal stud ies on humans 
and monkeys , found that myopia develops in two stages. 'l'he first stage is the 
develo,.ent of some fora of c ontinuous state of accoanodation in which the 
ind ividual under normal c ircumstances wil l be unable to relax the acc08lllodation. 
Young believes that aa a result of long periods of sustained near work, the normal 
response characteristics of the c i l iary musc le are upset. It ia known that the 
c i l iary musc le is attached to the choroid in such a ••Y that when accOlllllodation 
occurs, the tension on the choroid increaaes. Young then theorized that this 
increase in tension on the choroid cou ld cause an increase in pressure on the 
v itreou1 body during accom1odation. 'nlia is the second stage of the develoP..ent 
of ayopia . 
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To test th is hypothesis , Young and Coleman placed one needle in the ant-
erior chaaber and a second need le in the vitreous chamber of anesthetized ani.a la, 
and then stimulated the c i l iary musc le. They were able to demonstrate a reduced 
pressure in the anterior chamber and an increased prea•ure in the vitreous 
cha•ber. 26 From these find ings Young now attempted to relate the pressure 
relationsh ips in the v itreous chamber with accommodation and c onvergence under 
d i fferent viewing conditions. 
Young found that there is an increase in pressure in the vitreous chamber 
which is l inearly related to the d istance of the v iewing object to the subj ect. 
'nle lowest pressure occurs at twenty feet and the highest pressure occurs j ust 
befoie the l oss of b inocularity . He a lso showed that for any given d istance 
the pressure remains c;.1nstant over a period of time. No relationship between 
pressure change and accommodation and convergence was found , but he d id show 
that in a near-point situation there is an increase in v itreous chamber pressure, 
which is related to the fixation d istance. !his increase in pressure results 
in the enlArgement of the vitreous chamber, therefore, produc ing myopia. 
The present study wil l  deal in the first s tage of the development of ayopia. 
working to relieve the atre•• of near-point activity and reverse the ear ly .. 1. 
adaptations of the ayatea. 
Per•onality characteri•tic•: 
The ayope ha• oft•• been contra•ted 'to the hyperope regarding intere•t and 
per•onality characteri•tic•. A cOllllOn theae through .. ny •tudies i• that of 
introversion-extroversion. Beedle and Young2� ia their study on college students, 
•elf-description. utilizing the Adjective Checkli•t, found that ayop•• can 
be de•cribed •• tend,ng·: tio utilize an analytical, cause-effect aethod in thinking, 
independent, poHibly liberal in politics, cala, a.nd having an interest in 
scientific •tters. Hyperopes on the other hand, would probably be leH oriented 
toward scientific or Mth ... tical areas, would tend to maintain the eatabU:atied 
order of thing•, and prefers ideas having apparently practical •PPlication. 
'1'he low perceat•a• of hyperopia, as well as their significantly lower grade 
point average compared to myopes speaks to some possible selection factor. 
Coaplicatiiag; issues in the study, though are the self-identification of ref-
ractive error with no objective check, and the lack of control for intelligence, 
both of which .. Y have biased t�e results. 
Certain personality characteristics have been conaiatently found related 
to the development of ayopia. 'lbose people who are aore anxioua and aore likely 
to be introverted are also more likely to develop ayopia.28-31 Young and Foater,32 
uaing the Strong Vocational Interest Blank on male student• at the Virginia 
Military Institute, found seventy-six percent of the subjects studied could 
be identified either aa ayopes or non·ayopea baaed on their scores. Seo�&• 
favoring •7opes were atrong in acad•ic and creative performance, while those 
favoring non-.yopea require selling and business scores aa well •• outdoor types 
of actbities. Myopes were signific.ntly more likely to achieve officer status 
and to receive more acadeai� honors than non-myopea. Reviewing the literature 
in light of their own findings, Young and Foster conclude not only that very 
consistent personality trends exist between myopea and non-myopea, but that 
theae differences develop early in life, usually before ayopia itself develops. 
This sugjests that personality play• a role both in the development and non-
develop•ent of •yopia in the individual. 
J In his own myopia regresaioa regimen, Ludla• recognizes the iaportance 
of persopality in the effectiveness of training. He finds greatest aucceaa 
with those ayopes who are outer oriented, very active, and not handicapped by 
their reduced distance visual acuity. Those subjects who are very near-point 
oriented and quite critical of their distance vision are much more difficult. 
they are leas tolerant of the therapy, and the stress of their constant near-
po&nt activity acts to undermine the training. Ludlam prescribes distance, 
outdoor activity as part 'of hil regimen, attempting to break the pattern.· Unless 
their habitual pattern can be broken, there is little chance of a lasting re��, 
reasion. 
Method 
Subjects: 
In ideDtifying aubjecta, we are limiting initial amount of myopia and 
aatig11atiaa, aince our goal i• adequate far-point viaion without reliance upon 
3,33 a distance preacrtption. Baaed on clinical study by Ludlaa, we expect 
the amount of change we •ight affect to peak at about two diopters. Again1t• 
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tlae•rule aatigaatlla often showe itself clinically in caaea of ciliary apaam. 
As our therapy aiae at the ciliary muacle, expected changes in refractive cy\intler 
would be in the direction of aore with-the-rule of leas agatn1t•the•rule. ,� 
Another limiting factor, therefore, will be amount and direction of initial 
aatigllatiaa. 
The eye of the very young child undergoes a considerable aaount of growth. 
In general, a review of the literature shows, somewhere between the ages of nine 
and twel�e years, the rate. of growth in axial length level• off.37 For thia 
rea••n we will liait the lower age of our subjects. The lenticular point of 
attack of our therapy preaents another potential probl•. With increasing age, 
the lene gradually loses its plaaticity. 38 'l'bua, the eaae a..W potential of 
lenticular change also decreaaea, and the need of an' upper age limit to our 
subject population arises. 
Approxi•tely twenty subjects will be recruited fra. the \,lnivenity and 
•urroua.cliA& cOlllllunity. Criteria for •election: 
1) Between the agee of nine and thirty-five year• 
2) No greater than 2e00D of myopia in conjunction with no more than .SOD 
of with-the-rule aatia-tis• or l.OOD of againat-the-rule, or • 75D 
aniaometropia 
3) No active ocular or •y•t•ic patholo1y with potential visual effect• 
4) Not currently taking any aeclication with known viaual side effecta 
5) Previously uncorrected in ainus lenses. or only an intel'111ittant wearer 
of the distance preacription 
6) Myopia manifest under the cycloplegic routine 
Procedure: 
Schedule: 
A baseline bllt tery of teats will be run on t he subject, P-factor and cyclo­
plegic refraction determined . Following this will be three weeka of Sha• training . 
A second determination of the P-factor will follow, and actual training, and 
prescription of near lenses, coamaenced. Training runs for nine to twelve weeks 
and at its conclusion, close•out da ta taken. 
Bas eline Data: 
1) Visual acuity 
2) Case his tory 
3) Ocular health determination 
4) Ma nipula tory skills 
5) Subjective refraction 
6) Accoanodative-convergence interactions 
7) Cycloplegic refraction 
l) Visual Acuity: 
Near a nd far. Habitual and through s ubjective, O .D. , o.s., o.u. 
2) Case His t ory: 
This will include the following: 
1) As thenopia: headacues. eye fat�guc, e tc. 
2) Age of onset of myopia a nd a s s ocia ted conditions 
3) Degree of change 
4) Fluctua tion of vision with time of day 
5) Amount of near work done each day and its effect on vision 
6) Habitual near work distance and working conditions 
7) Wha t subject d oes in spa re tiae••hobbies , sporta,etc. 
8) A t titude toward present vision in terms of acuity 
9) Past record of eye care a nd fimling..--U -avaUable. 
10) Refractive status of parents aQd s iblings 
11) Self •description of peraonality 
3) Ocular h4Mlth: 
a .  Health h iatory : ocular . general, medications 
b. Ophtha laoacopy 
c .  Pupilla� reflexes 
d .  Biomicroacopr 
e.. Tonoaetry 
£. Central fields 
4) Manipulatory skills: 
•· Monocular light fixation 
b. Vers ioas and rotation• 
c .  Near-point of convergence 
d .  Unilateral and alternating cover teat 
e .  Saccadic fixation 
f. Stereoscope card skills  
5.6) Subjective refraction and accomaodative•convergence interactions 
To establ ish baael ine data on refractive error while minimizing the effects 
of clinical error, we will utilize the Pratt•Haynes P-factor for an averaged 
accomaoclative far-point aeasure (Table 1). Studies at the College of Opt011etry . 
Pacific University ,  speak to the validity and reliabil ity of these aeasurea and 
their correction factors . And, of their uti l ity in aaae1sing change in ref-
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ractive etatus . Our routine is very heavily pre1et in plus, 10 any hy1-
tereai1 effect will bias the findina• in the direction of ainimua minus . 
a .  M.loMo retinoscopy 
b .  Ophthal11Gmetry (2) 
c .  Habitual phorias --far and near, Von Graefe .. thod (3,13�) 
d .  Lateral vergence a t  4 0  c • .  through �ia-no· (16 A·B, 17 A-8) 
e. Vertical phoria and ductiona at 40 cm. through plano (18) 
f. Static retinoscopy (4) 
g. Pratt near cylinder: croaa•grid balance under plus to 20/20 recovery 
at 40 ca. 
h. Negative relative accommodation at 40 ca.: aonocular, binocular, 
recovery phoria (21), binocular blur-out through 16 BI 
i. Diaaociated cross-eylinder at 40 ca., phoria with gri� target (14£, 15£) 
j. Binocular cross-cylinder at 40 cm., phoria with 20/20 letters (14B, 158) 
k. Binocular cross-cylinder through i6 Bl at 40 cm. 
1. Binocular least plus to two-'thirds of 20/20 line at 6 •· (7) 
a. Binocular least plu1 to two-thirds of line of beat vi1ual acuity (7A) 
n. Binocular bichrome at 6 •.: reduce plus to 'quality (7RG) 
o. Binocular cross-cylinder at 6 m.: reduce plus to equality (7CC) 
p. Lateral and vertical pboriaa at 6 m. through 7A (8, 12) 
q. Vertical ductiona at 6 •· through 7A (12) 
r. Lateral vergence at 6 •· through 7A (9, 10, 11) 
• ·  Lateral phoria at 40 ca. through 7A (13B) 
t. Aaplitude of accomiodation: push-up 
u. Low neutral and high neutral retinoscopy at 40 ca.: oral reading of 
20/100 letters 
v. Aaplitude of accomaodation at 33 cm.: minus lensea (19) 
w. Po1itive relative accomaodation at 40 cm.: binocul•r, recovery phoria 
(20) 
x. Plus and minus lens rocks a� 40 cm. thro1.1gh 7A.: binocular, +2.00D-7A. 
-2.00D-7A, or maximum subject can clear. 
TABLE 1 1  P-FACTOR 
FINDING CORRECTION TO P 
21 MONOC . BLUR•OUT (21 MBO ) 
21 MONOC . RECOVERY ( 21MR ) 
14B THROUGH 1 6BI ( 14BI ) 
4 
7 
7A 
7 RED-GREEN ( 7RG ) 
? CROSS-CYLINDER ( ?CC ) 
-'3 .25 
-2 . 75 
-2 . 00 
0 
- . 50 
0 
0 
+ . 2 5  
(21MBO - 3.25)  + ( 14BI - 2 . 00 )  + ( ?CC + .25)  + • •  • • 
p = - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N 
FREE POSTUHE TESTS OF ACCOMMODATION s 
These include 14BI , ?RG , ?CC , and 4 • .  Under free posture conditions , 
no fine d iscrimination is required and the acco�modative system is al-
lowed to take more of a resting state relati ve to the fixation plane . 
FORCED POSTURE TESTS OF ACCOMMODATION 1 
These include 2 1MBO , 21MR ,  7 , and ?A .  Here a fine discriminatory 
task is required of the sub.ject to maximi21e acce ptance of plus spheres .  
7 )  Cycloplegic refraction: 
A• a second measure of the refractive error , and to ident ify the pseudo• 
myope , cyc loplegic refract ions will be carried out .  I t  i• expected tha t •oat 
caaea will  demonstra te s lightly leaa myopia under the cycloplegic than under 
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the non-cyc loplegic routine . Subjective verificat ion , through four ail l -
iaeter aperture to minimize peripheral apherica l aberrat ion effects (positive 
spherical aberration , most c 01111on , would resul t in more minus acceptance) ,46 
will  yield further data . Should the cycloplegic routine show an emmetropic or 
hyperaetropic s tate , the subject will be exc luded from the study . 
a .  Ins t i l l  one drop 0 . 51 cyclogyl fol lowed by a second drop five minutes 
later 
b. Pat ient wi l l  be kept away from near taaks - -walk ha l lway or outdoors 
c .  Check res idua l accOlllllodat ion in thirty •inutea unt il s table and ! . SOD 
or less 
d .  Static ret inoscopy through four mil l imeter aperture 
e .  Subj ect ive rout ine through aperture : 7 ,  7A , 7RG, 7CC 
Lena prescription and environmenta l counseling :  
In conjunct ion with the training , plus lenses wil l be prescribed in an 
effort to fac i litate our therapy . A review of the l itera ture supports the 
pos itive effect of near•point plus lenses �pen body pos ture and performance , 
tending to increase near working distance and reduc ing stress react ions .47•49 
Ludlam3 describes a method of determining the optimal near-point lens by adding 
plus to maximum near-point range . For low ayopea , two diopters and less , this 
procedure will genera lly yield a lens of sma l l  plua power , ranging around one 
d iopter . We will  ut ilize this method in deterain�ng the near prescription , 
prescribing the least amount of plus for maximua near range . 
The lens therapy a iaa at reduc ing the effort of accommodat ion at near 
while establ ishing the habit of increased , and 'cinn • ievs s tresafu l ,  near work· 
ing d iataoce . Additional efforta to break the near-point habit , daily far-point 
activities . will  be incorporated in the training , as we see tbi• •• vita l  to the 
aucceas o� our therapy. 
Lenses will be either single vision or bifoca la--with the aegaent set 
into the pupil . 
Single vis ion lenaea will  be prescribed for ful l time -Aome wea r ,  and for 
a l l  near activities . 
Bifocals  will  be prescribed in those cases where a lot of near-faT 
a lternation is necessary . 
Environmenta l counseling : , 
a .  Hold a stable near pos ture 
b. Work under bright , glare-free illuaination 
c .  Utilize the maKimua near working d istance 
d .  Take periodic breaks in protracted near activity to look away into 
the distance 
Sham therapy : 
Vis ion therapy stud ies often face attack for failure to accou•t for the 
Hawthorne effect in evaluating their findings . In a critical a nalys is of the 
origina l Hawthorne study , Hoffmn50 found very quest ionable va l idity in their 
conc l us ion that a ttention , in and of itsel f ,  i$ a significant factol' in increased 
performance . Despite the comnon error in cit ing theHawthorne study in this respec t ,  
there exists • rea l need to examine placebo effec ts of therapy . The placebo 
effect can be descr ibed as a therapeutic resul t ,  both psychological a nd phys­
iologica l .  broug� t about by a ae�hod having no demonstrable spec ific action 
in .ttae area of regard . In both aed icine and psychotherapy , IK>st reaearchers 
51 agree that the p lacebo effect  is the mos t  rel iable  effect . 
We seek to addre1s this point . In ao doing . we a lso benefit in gaining 
. .. ...... 
a ... aure of the atabil ity of the aubject ' • refracti•• •ta te .  Aaa training, 
in and out-of-office , will rua for a peried i--41.ately precediaa 1a1p1 .. .-a&i• 
of .the ,actual traiaing regimen. l!ltwen ala&• •nll •ctua l traiai .. , • •ecoDd 
aet of P•factez: ... aurea are to be tekea. 
rol loving baaeline data , a t!aree week period of alaam tra ialag wil l c•­
•ace .  One hour of in-office traini.-g aacl three ten...taute a .. aioa• per @7 
of h_. training .vU l  be pre•crlbad to iac: l.Se : 
a .  Near point . of accOllllOCla tioa tra iaiag 
b .  .Saccadeu near-far and later41 l 
c .  Plaao l ens rock.a 
d .  Band"eye c4;>0r�iutioa exercia .. . 
Training : 
Ttaining , pri .. rily . a ia1 a t  build_:f.J!l8 plue acceptllnce and fac ility to relu: 
accommodation. To thil end , 1trong ..Pta�i:f.1 will be placed on plu1 l••• rock• 
and atereoacoee troaboning , to looaea t�- ba4titual .•••ociation of convergence 
.. ' 
and acc�ation. By thla a ttack oa ctliary-lelltlcular �banin• , we �eek to 
alter rHtiag atate power, •aifeattq' ftsel f'  in rmuced .,opia at the far•point . 
3 ' .· · . . ·. ··. In LucUaa ' •  c linica l study, Ile baa found that al110at a l l  t-• chaage that can 
:;·• ·1 · ·  . 
� •., " \ 
� ltrought about will oc:cur within eiaht ' to tea w"k• . L•l\atb of our tr•,�iag 
ia baaed upon hie . r�aul ta . 
Tlaroughou� the traiaiq, we will monitor change in acuity and P•fac!tor , 
f_: 
a• well aa aa•c>C.ated ·acc-.4ative-c���-rgeace finding• • Subjective reporu �1 '.:· ·� . ' . ·. ;·'. � ':·.;) . 
� :· .� . - k1 .. 1i .: aa to -uvation, ' degree to which heme training ii being fol lowed , noticed 
.. •, 
illprovmeat in 'cU.atance acuit71 •QCI cbaage in near-point ori••t•tioa wil l  be 
el icited . Together with cloae•out elate , ve hope to ••••ltle llUJtipgful pattern.a 
·· · •: . . ,_. 
by which ultillate degree of change •Y be prectiat • •  
� i j ' : \ 
1 .  
One hour in-office v ia i t  per week . 
Three t••·•inute ••••ion• per day ha11e traiaiaa 
One half hour of outdoor ac tivity per day 
To include : 
a .  Plue leaa rocks over the near preacr lptioa 
1) Quick a lternation--clearlng letter• 
2 )  Sua tained- •le&d lng 'paragraph bet.wen a lternation• 
3) In conjunction with increaaing working d iatance 
b .  StereoscOfe tromboniug 
1 )  Saooth 
2 )  Juap 
c .  Combined lens -prism rocka : High plus•baae out , low plua"."ba•e in 
l )  Quick a l ternation 
2 )  Sustained perfoZ'llance 
3 ) In conjunc t ion with increasing working distance 
d .  Mo41fied Updegrave-plus flash in atereoacope 
• ·  Vectographs 
l)  S.ooth 
2 )  Juap 
f.  Juap verg�nce saccades in atereoacope 
g . Jmap pr iaa in free apace 
To be ckecked at eacn office vis it : 
a .  Unaided visual acuity 
b .  Visua l  acuity through 7A 
c . Visua l acuity through pre1cription 
d. P-factor 
e .  Phoriaa-..U.lded , throuah 7A , through prescription 
f .  Near la tera l vergencea 
g .  Near relat ive acc�odatlon 
h .  Subjec tive c011aent• on distance acuity 
i. Degree to which training i• being followed 
j .  Degree to which outdoor activity and near-point adj uat  .. nta are 
being fol lowed 
RESULTS 
Following ar,, data on all eleven subjects . Also included is a 
free rosture - forced posture breakdown on the four subjects showing 
change . This will be d iscussed under "Conc lusion . "  
PATIENT 1 T .R .  AGE s 1 1  
LENGTH OF TRAINING 1 7 WEEKS 
PERTINENT CASE HISTORY a 
SEX t MALE 
1 .  No previous Rx. First visual exam , 
2 .  Complaint of distance blur with additional :far blur after 
reading . 
3 . Eye strain after a few minutes of reading , looks away for 
relief. 
4. Not very near point oriented . Mostly reads on ly in school.  
5. No s ham tra tning . 
P FACTOR : 
1 0/26 1 1 /1 5  
4 1  -.25 -.25 
7 1  + .25 Pl 
7A t + . 25 + . 2 5  
7RG c - .25 + . 1 2  
7CC 1 - . 1 2  +.12 
21BO t -. so + . 25  
21R s -.2 5 + . 50 
14B! t - .25 -.12 
Ps  - . 1 2  +. 12 
CYCLOPLEGIC 1 
1 0/1 6 41 
on -.25- . 5ox1so· 
os -.50-.2sx1so 
ENDING SUBJECTIVE REPORT & 
12/1 3  
- . 25 
Pl 
Pl 
-. 50 
- .25 
- .25 
1 .  Distance vision better but still a little blurry. 
2 .  Conflicting reports as to the efficacy of the plus at near s  
one week re porting more comfort with the home Rx, the next reporting 
no difference - eye strain with or without. 
CASE SUMMARY : 
F'Or the first three weeks , e xercises were done at home and glass�s 
worn in the house . The November 1 5, data ind icates movement in the 
direction of more plus . Following this , however, motivation dropped .  
Appointments were missed, glasses were worn only minimally, and exer-
cises were not done e 
Although the cyclopleg1c along with the "P" factor indicates some 
myopia , the most outstanding characteristic of this patient ' s  visual 
system is the lack of flex1b111 ty , as indicated by the lack -of . faclli• 
ty in c learing lenses with any rapidity . The system is very tight 
and would have greatly benefited from more e xtensive training. 
For the October 26 exam , comparing the 7 with acuity throUgh +1 , G )  
placed on at the end of the e xam ,  i t  can be seen that w'hen accommoda-
tion is heavily preset in plus and thus forced to relax, standard a-
cuity can be obtained through plus . However , popping +1 a 00 on gives 
very poor acuity , much poorer than would be predicted by 7/?A. Looking 
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at the free posture tests of accommodation , the 7RG and ?CC ,  (accommo-
dation is allowed to take more of a resting posture relative to dis-
tance fixation ) relative to the acuity through plus , and we see a more 
sensible picture . The tightness of accommodation and divergence fall 
right in line with patient complaints . The visual system has a very 
difficult time not only moving but sustaining , and manifests a large 
hysteresis effect frolll near point performance which aggravates decreased 
distance acuity . 
Close out data indicate significant improvement in negative re-
lative convergence and positive relative · accommodation as indicated 
by normative analysis (Appendix A) . A bifocal was prescribed for school 
use s - , 2 5  OU with a +1 . 00 add . This was detennined using slo pes of 
the response of accommodation and the response of convergence (Appen-
dix B )  • 
SUBJECT i T • R • 
INITIAL 
1 0/26/78 
VA Unaided 
1''ar Near 
OD 2 0/2 5 2 0/20 
OS 20/2 5  20/20 
OU 20/2 5-t4 20/20 
3: 1 /2 eso OS 
1 3A t  2 /3e xo 1 8 c  0/1BUOS Sup1 2 /0 Inf 1 2/0 
1 ?AB : 8/1 4/1 0 
t 6AB 1 1 6/1 8/7 
4 1  - . 2 5 20/2 0+ 3  
- . ? 5 - . 2�x1 80 20/2o+3 
21 1 
OD +2 . 7 5/+2 a 50 
OS +2 . 50- , 2 5X80/+2 . 50 
OU +2 . 50/+2 Q OO Ph i 8/?exo 
14A 1 
OD +1 . 12 
OS + . 87 1 5A t  5/3exo 
14B s + . 62 1 5B a  J/2exo 
14�-BI : +1 . 75 
7 1  
OD + .  75 20/2 0-3 
OS + . 50- .25X80 2 0/20-3 
7A 1 + . 2 5  VA OU a 20/1 5-2 
7RG I :t. , 25 
7CC s - . 37 OS 
8 1 0/teso 12 1 1 /1BUOS Sup 1  1/1 Inf 1 2 /1 
1 1 1 '7  /4 
9-1 0 1  8/14/4 
1 3B s  1 /t es.o 
1 9 1 -1 . 50 
2 0 1  -2 . 25/-1 . 75 Ph : 8/9eso 
LN t  
OD +1 . 50 
OS +1 . 00 
HN s 
OD +1 .. 50 
OS +t . OO 
1 0 /1 6/78 
Cycloplegic 
4 1  
on -.25- . 5ox180 
OS - . 50- . 25X1 80 
+Rocks a w/+1 a 2 5  clears 3 alt e t then cannot clear + 
-Rocks 1 ?/min . slower clearing w/o -
BI Rocks 1 8/min e starts to drift apart w/BI 
BO Rocks t 22/min . 
DVA w/+1 . 00 
OD 2 0/60+2 
OS 2 0/70-2 
OFFICE' VISIT 
1 1/1 5/78 
VA Unalded s 
OD 20/20-1 
es 20/20-1 
OU 20/1 5-3 
VA w/+1 , 00 
. OD 20/50 -1 
OS 20/40-1 
4 1  
OD -.25 
OS - . 50-.25X180 
2 1 1 
OD +3 . 50/+J e25-. 50X3 
OS +2 c 751+2 . 50 
14B-Bi a +1 .87 
7 1  
on + . 50- . 5ox3 
OS Pl 
7A s + ,25 
7RG t + . 12 
?CC I -.25 
CLOSEOUT 
12/1 3/78 
Unaided VA 1 
OD 20/15 
OS 20/1 5 Slow 
OU 20/1 5  
4 s  
OD -.. 25-,25X90 
OS Pl-., 5ox90 
21 1 
OD +2 .?5/+2 . 50-25X180 
OS +2 , 50/+2 .25-.25X90 
14A s 
. 
OD Pl 
OS +.25 
14B c  -e25 
7 i  
OD + .50-.25X180 
03 + , 50-.25x90 
7A : Pl 
a ,  1 /1eso 
1 1 1 6/2 
9-10 1  10/12/2 
13B a  o/o 
17AB a x/20/10 
16AB s X/14/4 
20s -3 .25/-2 . 50 Ph i 6/8eso 
1 9 1  eJ .25 poor facility 
21 a +2 . 00/+1 ,75 Phs 6/6exo 
PATIENT a R oS o  AGm e 1 1  
LENGTH OF TRAIN ING : 14 WEEKS 
PERTINENT CASE HISTORY i 
SEX a F'EMALE 
1 o  Distance blur firs t noticed about six months prior to firs t 
exam. 
2 .  Vision worse in evening . 
J .  Headaches from reading , 
4 .  Reading decreases far acuity o 
5 . R . S o  had a pre vious low plus R x  which she did not 
P tt,ACTOR a 
5/1 1 6/1 5 
4 1  - . 75 -1 . 00 
7 1  - e ?5 -.?5 
7A s - D 50 ...  50 
7CC i - � ?5 
7RG i -1 . oo 
21B0 s -1 . 00 
2 1R i  - .75 
14Bi 1 -1. . 00 
P 1  - . 87 -. 75 
CYCLOPLEGIC s 
5/1 1 
4 1  on -1 . oo- . 5ox75 
os - . so-. 5ox75 
7 s  OD - . 50-.25x83 
OS -025 
7A t 
?CC 1 - . 75 
7RG s -1 . 50 
ENDING SU3JECTIVg REPORT & 
7/27 8/10 
-. 25 Pl 
- .25 Pl 
Pl + . 25 
- . 12 -025  
- .25 
- .25 -.25 
Pl Pl 
- . 25 - .25 
- . 12 - . 12 
9/28 
- . 75-. 25X90 
- . 15-. 25x90 
+ ,  .25- . 2 5X?5 
+ ., 50-e25X1 05 
- .25 
- . 50 
- 0 50 
t .  Distance acuity better . 
2 .  Comfortable using near Rx. 
CASE SUMMARY 1 
9/1 9/28 
- . 50 - . 50 
+ . 50 - .25 
+ . 50 Pl 
+. 12 -.25  
Pl - . 50 
Pl Pl 
Pl Pl 
- .. 25 -. 50 
Pl - . 2 5  
like . 
R . S .  was an ideal candidate for this study. Myopia was of appa.-
rent rec�nt onset ,  and the subject i ve re ports spoke to an accommoda­
t i ve compon@nt to the -problem ,, 
•e p" . factor shows a peak in M owm�mt a.roun� the beginning of Sep­
tember with a hit of ragression by close-out at the end of the .month. 
By late August 8  1uiottvation was dro pping quickly � and. leas work was 
done and with less vigor than had been done previously a A bout a one 
half d iopter decrease in myopia is 1nd1cated 9 with concurrent increase 
in acuity , though this is not indicated in tha cycloplegic retinoscopy. 
Other far-point tests under the cyclo plegic do , however, indicate move ­
ment . Both free and forced posture findings have increased in plus , 
though the free have lagged behind the forced , �ma.ining in minus .. 
R .S .  now fee ls she sees much better at :far and is .muc h more com­
fortable when reading � She currently wears a single vision Rx for all 
near work e +t � OO OU , 
PATIE!N'r s R .s .  
INITIAL 
5/1 1/78 
VA Unaided 5 
OD 20/50+2 
OS 2 0/25 
OU 20/20-2 
3 1  0/20so 
1 '3A s o/o 
16 1  12/24/9 
1 7 1  7 /20/10 
1 8 :  o/o OS Inf 4/3 SUJ> 3/l 
4 ,  on -.75-. 5ox93 
OS ·� a .50-., 50X80 
21 a  OD +2 . 25/+2 & 00-e25X70 
OS +2 . 50/+2 �25-e25X1 05 
OU +2 ,. 00/+1 . 75 
Ph 8/9eso 
14A 1 OD Pl 
OS + . 2 5  
1 5A I 2/2e X.O 
14B s - . 37 
1 5B s 0 /2exo 
14BI 1 +100 
7 1  OD -025  
OS Pl 
7A s - . 50 
7RG s -1 � oo 
7CC 1 -.87 
8s  0/2eso . 
1 2 1 o/o os Inf 4/2 Sup 3/1 
9 ... 1 0 ,  x/6/5 
i 1  I 5/J 
i ')B s  1/2exo 
1 6 :  819/4 
1 7 z  8/22/12 
I.N i  Pl 
HN s +.,75 
1 9 a  .. i .  75 
20s �2 . 00/-1 . 75 
Phs 3/Jeso ( -1 � 50)  
+ Rocks 1 12/min � slow ls/ 
- Rocks 1 17/mln � slow w/ 
MEM i 
POST SHAM 
6/1 5/78 
20/30-2 
2 0/2 0  
20/20 
-1 . 00-e 50X90 
- . 75 
- o25- • .50X90 
Pl� .5ox90 
- e50 
CLOSE OU'1' 
9/28/78 
20/20-2 
20/1 .5 
20/1 5 
1 /2exo 
4eso 
x/32/20 
8/1 6/14 
-. 50-.. 5ox90 
- .25-. 75x90 
+J e25/+2 . 75.5ox105 
+J ,. 75/+J.25-50X88 
+J .25/+J . OO · 
+1 .. 50 
+2 11 00 
8exo 
+1 .2.5 
+1 � 50 
+ o 25 
+ . 50 
Pl 
-.50 
-. 50 
1exo 
24/32/2l� 
8/4 
4eso 
+1 .25 
+2 . 00 . 
-2 . 75 
-2 . 75/-2 025 
18/m1n ., 
Pl 
PATIENT a H .S � 
OFFICE VISITS 
?/27 
VA Unaided e  
OD 20/20..:2 
OS 20/15 
4 1  OD � .25 . 
· OS Pl··.,25X90 
21 1 oo + 3. oo/+2 . 75- .75x95 
OS +3 025/+3 . oo-o 50X95 
7 1  OD + o 2 5-s 25X90 
OS + . 50- . 75x90 
7A s Pl . 
?CC a - . 37 
?RG c 
1 4BI 1 
8/10 
20/2o+2 
20/1 5-1 
P1-. 5ox90 
Pl-@ 50X90 
+J . 00/+2 o 75- . 50Xt 1.5 
+3.25/+J o OO · 
+ . 50 
+ . 50 
+ .25 
-� • .50 
-. 50 
+1 . 75 
9/1 
20/20tJ 
20/1 5  
.. ci 50-.25x90 · · 
- . 50 
+J�25/+2 . 75-G 50X90 
+Je50f+Jo 00-o 50X90 
+1 . 00 
+1 .. 00 
+ . 50 
- ., 12 
Pl 
+1 e ?5 
PAT rENT 1 B .F .  AGE s 2 3  SEX s MALE 
LENGTH OF TRAINING s 8 WEEKS 
PERTINENT CASE HISTORY : 
1 .  Distance blur first noticed at age twenty . 
2 o  Refraction constant for at least past two years . 
3 . No Rx worn although a distance correction was prescri\led one 
year ago . 
1 976. 
4. No near asthenopic symptoms , though far blur after reading . 
5 .  Previous visual training for convergence" insufficiency , Fall ,  
P FACTOR a ( OS s phere ) 
9/20 1 0/12 12/14 
� .  - . 75 - . 75 - . ?5 
7 1  - .25 - . 75 - . 75 
?A s - e 50 - . 50 - . 25 
?RG s - . 62 - i. 67 -1 . 00 
?CC s -.87 -1 . 00 
21BO s - e 75 -1 . 00 -1 . 00 
21R s - . 75 -1 . 00 -. 75 
14Bi i -1 . 00 -1 .75 -1 .00 
P s  - . 75 -1 . 00 - . 75 
ENDING SUBJECTIVE REPORT z 
1 .  Distance visual acuity better. 
2 .  Less blur at far after reading . 
CASE SUMMARY a 
No change in refractive error as indicated by the .. p .. factor was 
found for B . F .  S ignificant change did occur , howe ver, i n  base-out 
vergences . That some loosening up of the visual system did occur is 
tnd icated by re ports now of less d istance blur following protracted 
near work . Distance visual acuity did improve somewhat and this was 
noticed subjective ly by the pat ient . 
SUBJECT 1 B . F '.  
INITIAL 
9/20/78 
VA Unaided 
OS 20/2 5-3 
OD 20/20-2 
OU 20/20-2 
3 1  2/2exo 
1 3A s 9/9exo 
1 6 1 6/8/6 
1l ? 1  14/24/14 
4 1  on -.25-e25X1 80 
OS - . 75-. 25X1 80 
21 1 OD +2 . 75/+2 .25 
os +2 , 50/+2 . oo 
OU +2 � 50/+2 , 00 
Ph 1 t1/1 5exo 
14A I OD +1 . 75 
OS +1 .25 
1 5A s  1 1 11.2exo 
1411 1 +1 .25 
t4Bi s +1 . 50 
1 5B 1 14/1 Jexo 
7 1  OD Pl 
OS -.25 
7A 1 - . 2 5  
7RG 1 - . 3? 
7CC 1 - . 67 
8 1  o/o 
Q-10 i  1 0/12./fl 
t j :  r1/J 
t JB : 1 /2eso 
t 9 1  -2 . ?5 
20 : -3 . 00/-2 . 25 
Ph 1 /2ti1so 
LN a + . 75 
HN 1 +1 . 25 
+ Rocks a 2 1 /min , 
- Rocks : 15/min e slow w/ 
BI Rocks t 18/min . 
BO Rocks 1 2 1 /min .  
MEM s OD +1 .00 
OS + . 75 
POST SHAM 
10/12/78 
20/25 
20/20 
20/20 
1 e xo 
6exo 
x/1 8/1 0 
14/23/12 
- . ?5 
-.75-. 5ox50 
+2 . 50/+2 . oo-.25x80 
+2 .25/+1 . 75 
+2 ,25/+2 . 00 
1 2 /1 3exo 
+1 . 00 
+ . 50 
1 2exo 
+ .25  
+ . 75 
9exo 
Pl 
- . 25 
- .25  
- . 67 
1 /oexo 
6/12/1 0  
6/J 1 /1 eso 
-2 . 75 
-2 . 75/-2 .25  
+ .25  
+1 , 25 
2 0/min .  
CLOSE-OUT 
12/14/78 
20/25+2 
2 0/20 
20/1 5-2 
1 /1e xo 
6exo 
1 8/23/17 
1 6/25/10 
- o 50-,25X90 
- ,  75-.25X90 
+2 . ?5/+2 � 50-,2.5X90 
+2 ,25/+2 . oo- .25x90 
+z .25/+2 . oo 
1 7/1 8exo 
+1 .25 
+ .  75 . 
1 3exo 
+ . 75 
+1 . 50 
6exo 
+ , 50 
- .25  
Pl 
-, 75 
-1 . 00 
1 /1exo 
12/1 8/12 
6/J 
7exo 
-2 . 00 
-2 .25/-1 . 75 
6/?eso 
+ . 75 
+1 .. 25 
1 7  /min , 
20/min . 
2 1 /min . 
2 1 /min . 
39 
PATIENT 1 B • . F'. 
CYCLOPLEGIC 
9/20/78 
4 1  OD -. 75 
OS - . 7 5- . ?5X1 80 
7 1  OD + . 2 5 
OS -.2 5 
7A I ...  2 5  
7RG 1 - . 50 
7CC I - . 50 
SUBJECT : T .W .  SEX 1 J:l"'H:MALE 
L8NGTH OF TRAINING 1 10  WE�KS 
PERTI NENT CASE HISTOR Y 1 
1 .  Distance blur fi rst notic"'d at age twelve . 
2 .  No Rx ever worn . 
3 . Distance vision has not subjective ly changed. 
4. Headaches from near point work. 
5 .  No fluctuation of distance vision noted with time of day or 
use of eyes . 
P FACTOR : 
9/7/78 9/28/78 12/1 1 /78 
4 1  - . ?5 - . 75 - .25 
7 s - . 50 - . 50 - . 25 
7A t - . 2 5  - . 2 5  -.25 
7RG s - . 37 - . )7 - . 62 
?CC I - . 62 - . 37 - . 62 
21B0 1  - .25 - .25 - • .so 
2 1 R  I Pl Pl - . 50 
14Bi s - . 2 5  -. 2 5  - . 75  
Pt  - . 37 - . 2 5 - .50 
ENDING SUBJECTI VE REPORT s 
t .  No noticeable impro vement in far acuity . 
2 .  Headac hes with reading no longer present , but t he patient 
fee ls th�rapy and lens prescription had no role in alle viation . 
CASE SUMMARY s  
No significant decrease in " P" factor was demonstrated ·for T oW •  
Although the subject d i d  not notice any improvement in distance visu-
al acuity 0 a one line improvement in Snellen acuity was found at close-
out , OD , OS , and OU . Additionally, cylinder was reduced one half di-
optfl!r in th� rlght eye . Movement d:td occur left eye from aniso tests . 
The quality of her home training is questionable as motivation 
was freq u�ntly lacking . Constant re inforcement was necessary stressing 
the goals of the program . At c lose -out , she was instructed to use the 
plug prescri ption for all n�ar tasks . 
PATIENT s T . W .  
IN ITIAL 
9/7/78 
Unaided VA 
OD 20/)o+1 
OS 20/20 
OU 20/2o+1 
) : 1 /2exo 
1 3A 1  6eso 
1 6  s x/32/a16 
1 7 1 8/22 8 
4 :  OD - . 75-. 75X90 
OS - . 50 
2 1 s OD +J . 00/+2 . 75-. 75X75 
OS +) , 00/+2 , 50 . 
OU +J , 00/+? . 50 
14As  OD +t , 50 
OS +1 , 2 5  
1 5A 1  1 exo 
14B s +1 ,25  
1 5B t  1exo 
14Bi s +1 , 75 
71 OD + . 2 5  
OS + , 2 5  
7A s - . 2 5  
7RC t - , 62 
?CC s - . 6? 
8 1  1 /2eso 
9-1 0 1  10/20/1 0  
1 1  s 8/6 
1 JB s 12eso 
1 9 t  -1 . 50 
2 0 s  -1 . 2 5/-.1 , 00 
LN : OD +1 , 00 
OS +1 . 00 
HN t OD +2 . 25. 
OS +?. . 2 5  
+ Rocks : 1 9/min . 
- Rocks : 1 6/min , 
BI Rocks s 
BO Rocks i 
MEM t OD + , 50 
OS +1 . 00 
POST SHAM CLOSE-OUT 
9 /28/78 12/7/78 
2 0/25-1 
20/20+ 
2 0/2 o+ 
20/25+2 
20/1 5-2 
20/1 5  
2exo 3exo 
?eso Jeso 
2%32�20 x/20/1 0  
x 1 0  8 X/14/12 
- . 25:"" . 5ox90 -.25  
- .2 5- . 5ox90 - . 25-. 5ox70 
+3. oo/+2 . 75-1 . oox82 +2 o 75/+2 . 25-.25x80 
+3. 25/+3 . oo- . 5ox97 +J. 00/+2 . 50- v 50X80 
+J.25/+2 . 75 +2 . 75/+2 .25 
+1 . 50 +1 . 00 
+1 . 75 +1 • .50 
0 1 /1 e xo 
+1 . 2 5  + . 50 
2eso Jeso 
+1 . 75 +1 .25 
+ . 2 5  + .2 5  
+ .2 5  + . 75 
- . 2 5  - . 25 
- . 3? - . 62 
- . 62 - . 8? 
Jexo 2exo 
X/24/7 1 6/28/12 
8/4 1 0/6 
4eso 
-2 . 50 
-2 . 00/-1 . 75 -2 . 00/-1 . 75 
+1 . 2 5  +1 , 00 
+1 . 50 +1 . 50 
+2 . 00 +1 . 75 
+2 ,25 +2 , 2 5  
2 1 /min . 
1 8/min . 
23/min , 
2 5/min . 
+ . 50 + , 50 
+1 , 00 +1 . 00 
PATIENT 1 T . W .  
CYCLOPLEGIC 
9/7/78 
4 1  OD -1 . 00-, ?5X80 
OS - . 75- . ? 5X1 65 
7 s  OD - . 50- , 75x80 
OS - . 50- .25X1 80 
7A s - . ?5 
7RG I -1 . 00 
?CC & -1 . 25 
PATIENT t . L.M . AGE a 9 
LENGTH OF TRAINING s 9 WEEK::> 
PERTINENT CASE HISTORY 1 
SEX a FEMAIE 
1 .  Distance blur noticed around age six. 
2 .  Very near po int oriented . Reads several hours a day. 
3. Both pa.rents high myores . 
4. N o  fluctuation o f  vision with reading o r  time o f  day . 
p Ji'ACTOR I 
9/14 1 0/5 12/7 
4 1  -1 .25 -1 .2 5  -1 . 50 
7 1  -1 .25 -1 . 00 -1 .75 
?A s -1 .25  -1 . 00 -1 .25 
?RG s -1 . 12 :.. .e7 -1 .25 
7CC 1 -1 . 37 - . 87 -1 .25 
21BO t -1 . 50 -2 . 00 -1 .75 
2 1R s -1 .2 5  -1 . 75 -1 . 50 
14Bi s -1 .37 -1 . 75 -2 .25 
P s  -1 .25 -1 . 37 -1 . 50 
ENDING SUBJECTIVE REPORT 1 
1 .  No tmprovement in vision noted . 
CASE SUMMARY s 
Despite the many factors working against the success of our pro-
gram ( early onset , parents highly myo pi c , and heavy near-point orien-
tation ) , motivation on the pa.rt of L .M .  was very high and we decided 
to make a try of it . 
Although L .M . worked ver:y hard , no gains were made either in vi -
sual acu ity or refractive state . There was , however ,  an overall sig-
nif1cant. improvenient in all levels of visual rerformance , particularly 
re lative convergence . At close -out , an Rx of - . 75 OU with a +1 . 50 
add wa.S rirescribed . 
PATIENT 1 L.M , 
INITIAL 
9/14/78 
Unaidti!d VA 1 
OD 20/40-2 
OS 20/40-2 
OU 20/40 
) 1  2 /1exo 
1 3A 1 5/5exo 
1 6 s  14/1 6/1 
l '7 1  1 0/18/16 
1 8 1  o/o , 
OS Sup 2/1 
OS Inf 3/\ 
4 a  on -1 . 2 5-. 5ox90 
os -1 . 50- ! 5ox90 
2 1 1 OD +1 , 75/+1 . 50- . 25X80 
OS +2 , 00/+1 , 75- .25X80 
OU +1 . 75/+t . 50 
Ph 8/9exo 
14A 1  + . 50 
OB + ,50 
1 .5A s ?/7exo 
14B s  Pl 
1 5B s  o/?exo 
14BI I +, 62 
7 1  OD - , 75 
OS - , 50 
7A s -1 , 2 5  
?RG I -1 . 12 
?CC s -1 . 62 
8 12eso 
9-1 0 1  X/12/8 
1 1  r 1 2 /6 . 
1 3B s  4eso 
1 6 1  X/24/12 
1 7 1  1 0/1 6/2 
1 9 1  -3 .25 
20 1 -2 . 75/-2 .25 
P h  1 1 eso 
LM 1 OD + . 50 
OS + , 75 
HN t  OD + , 50 
OS + , 50 
+ Rocks a 23/min . slow w/ 
- Rocks a 14/min . slow w/ 
BI Rocks a 1 6/min . slow w/ 
BO Rocks : 2?/min, slow w/ 
MEM 1 OD + , 50 
OS + , 50 
POST SHAM 
1 0/5/78 
20/50 
20/40 
20/4o+ 
l exo 
Jexo 
24/32/18 
x/32/9 
0 
-1 .25-.25X95 
-1 . 50 
+1 ,25/+1 . oo- . 5ox85 
+1 . 50/+1 . 2 5-.25x80 
+2 . 00/+1 . 50 
- .25 
- .25 
6eso 
- .25 
3eso 
+ .25 
- . 50 
- . 50 
-1 . 00 
- . 87 
-1 . 12 
1eso 
x/8/7 
1 6/3 
6eso 
-2 . 75 
-2 . 50 /-2 • 00 
+ .25 
+ .25 
+t , 50 
+1 . 50 
CI.OSE•OUT 
12/7 /78 
20/7o+ 
2 0/?o+ 
2 0/60 
1eso 
4exo 
X/21 /8 
X/24/20 
0 
-1 . 50-.25x90 
-1 .75- .25x65 
+1 . 50/+1 ,25-.25X65 
+1 . 50/+1 .25- .25x70 
+2 . 00/+1 . 75 
- .75 
- . 75 
4eso 
- .75 
2eso 
- .25 
-1 .25 
-1 .25 
-1 .25 
-1 .25 
-1 . 50 
2eso 
1 2/21 /1 0 
9/4 
6eso 
-5 . 50 
-3 . 50/-3 .25 
- . 75 
- . 75 
+ . 50 
+ . 50 
21/min . 
1 8/min , 
1 5/min . 
1 3/min . 
Pl 
Pl 
PATIENT 1 L.M . 
CYCLOPLEGIC 
9/21 /78 
4 1  on -1 . oo-. 5ox90 
OS -1 .25-.25X90 
7 1  OD -1 . 00-.25X95 
OS -1 . 00 
7RG :  -1 . 12 
7CC s -1 . '37 
'+ (  
PATIENT s G . C . AGE s 26 �EX s MALE 
LENGTH OF TRAINING s 8 WEEKS 
PERTINENT CASE HISTORY s 
teen . 
1 .  First noticed reduced far vision in right eye about age thir-
2 .  Large anisometropia s OS hypero:pic , OD myopic . 
3. No Rx ever worn . 
P FACTOR : ( OD SPHERE ) 
8/3 
4 2  - . 75 -1 . 00 -1 . 00 
7 s  -1 .00 -1 . 00 - .75 
7A s - . 75 - . 75 - . 50 
7RG s -t . oo -1 . 37 - . 87 
7CC s -1 . 12 -1 . 00 -1 . 12 
2 1BO a  -1 . 00 -1 . 00 -1 .00 
21R t -1 .00 -1 .00 -1 . 00 
14Bi r -1 . 12 -1 .00 -1 . 25 
P a  -1 . 00 -1 . 00 -1 .00 
ENDING SU 3JECTIVE REPORT s 
1 .  Some improvement noted in right eye distance acuity. 
2 .  Much better appreciation of stereo noted. 
CASE SUMMARY s  
Monocular work with the right eye Has stressed with G .c .  Although 
we were not able to get any movement with that eye , nor reduction in 
the aniso , the' training did appear to have beneficial results . There 
was an improvement in distance acuity of three Snellen lines , from 
2 0/60 to 20/30 , and increased stereo-acuity at near, from 200" to 80" 
of arc . 
48 
PATTENT t G .C .  
INITIAL 
8/3/78 
VA Unaided 
OD 2 0/60+2 
OS 20/1 5 
OU 20/1 5 
3 1  2/2eso OS Fix 
1 3A s  4/3exo OD Fix 
1 6 , x/1 0/9 
1 7 1  6/12/4 
1 8 1  0/1BUOS 
OS Inf 3/2 
· os sup 2/0 
4 1  OD - . 75-. 75X90 
OS + . 50 
2 1 1 OD +2 .25/+1 . 75- . 75X74 
OS +J . 75/+ J . 25 
OU +2 .25/+1 . 75 
Ph 4/6exo 
14A 1 O� + . 62 
OS +2 . 12 
1 5A s  1 /1�so 
t4B 1 +.25  
1 5B s  1 /2exo 
14Bi t + . 87 
7 1  OD -.50 
OS +1 . 00 
7A 1 - . 75 
7RG 1 -1 . 00 
7CC a -1 . 12 
, 8 1  1 /1eso 
1 2 1 o/o 
9-1 0 1  1 1 /1 8/1 0 
U s  6/4 
1 '3B a 5/5eso 
1 61 X/24/22 
1 ? s  6/8/4 
1 9 1  -2 .25 Double 
2 0 1  -2 . 00/-1 . 00 Double/Single 
Ph 1 0/i teso 
LN 1  +1 . 50 
HN c  +1 . ?5 
+ Rocks : 20/min . slow w/ 
Some doubling 
.. Rocks 1 22/min .  w/- . 75 
Double w/more minus 
BI Rocks 1 3/min . 
Remains double w / 
BO Rocka 1 4/min . · 
Remains double w/o 
POST SHAM 
1 0/1 3/78 
20/5o+1 
2 0/1 5 
20/1 5 
2/1eso 
J/2exo 
x/20/1 8  
14/1 8/9 
o/o 
-1 . oo-1 . oox85 
+ . 50 
+2 .25/+1 . 75- . 75X85 
+3. 75/+3 .25 
+2 .2 5/+2 . oo 
6exo 
+ . 37 
+1 . 87 
3/2eso 
+ . 25 
J/2eso 
+1 . oo 
- . 50 
-1 . 00 
- . ?5 
-1 . 37 
-1 .00 
2 /Jeso 
o/o 
12/25/1 8 
1 0/4 
2/Jeso 
24/28/14 
X/7/2 
-2 . ?5 Double 
-2 . 25/-2 .'oo Double 
1 1eso 
- . 50 
+ . 2 5  
CLOSE OUT 
12/1 3/?8 
20/J0-1 
20/1 5  
20/15 
1 exo 
3/4eso 
o/o 
-1 . oo-1 . oox90 
+ ,25 
. +2 .25/+1 �·?5- . ?5X?5 
+J . 50/+3 . oo 
+ . 62 
+2 . 1 2  
2exo 
· �25 
6exo 
+ . ?5 
-.2 5  
+1 . 00 
- . 50 
- . 87 
-1 .12 
o/o . 
0/0 
1 0/19/15 
X/12/7 
1/0eso 
X/24/1 3 
1 3/18/1 1 
-2 .25 Double 
-2 .25 Double 
Pl 
Pl 
1 5/min . 
1 9/min . 
24/min. 
PATIENT t G .C .  
CYCLOPIEGIC 
8/J/?H 
4 s  OD -1 .?5-. 75X8? 
OS + . 50- .25X1 80 
? t  OD - . 50-. 75X85 
OS +1 . 00 
7A s -. 75 
7RG s •1 . 00 
7CC 1 -1 . 00 
PATIENT 1 A . E .  AGE 1  2 5  SEX t F'EMALE 
LENGTH OF TRAINING 1 9 WEEKS 
PERTINENT CASE HISTORY & 
1 .  No Rx currently worn though a.' distance prescription was worn 
sporadically two years ago . 
2 .  Refractive state has been stable for about four years . 
3 .  No asthenopic · symptoms . 
4 .  Complaint of reduced distance acuity OS . 
P FACTOR (OS SPHERE ) s 
0/1 3  10/9 10/18 1 1/2 1 1 /1 5  12/12 
4 s  Pl - .25 - .25 -. 50 - . 25 
7 ,  Pl -.25 Pl -.25  +.25  ... 25  
7A s Pl -.25 Pl Pl - .· +. 8� Pl 
1RG t - .25 - .25 - . 12  .:. . 12  Pl -.25 
7CC 1  - .25 -. 50 Pl - , 12 +.25  - .25  
2tB0 1 - .50 - .25 -.25 Pl Pl -.25 
21R s - .25 ... 25 Pl + .25 Pl Pl 
14Bi t - . 37 -. 12 - . 12 + . 12 -. 37 ... 37 
Ps  -.25 - .25  - . 12 - . 12 + , 12  -.25 
ENDING SUBJECTIVE RE'PORT 1 
1 .  Distance acuity OS better. 
2 .  More comfortable at near tasks with home Rx. 
CASE SUMMARY 1 
In A .E .  •:s case , much monocular work was done OS . There was some 
movement as evidenced in findings taken Oct .  18, Nov, 2 ,  and Nov. 1 5 .  
U p  to this time , home exercises were done diligently , and her R x  was 
worn for all read.ing , two to three hours daily, and most of the tdillle 
in the house - upto fi ve or six hours . 
As training continued , motivation drop� , exercise and wearing 
time dropped , and th� r.attent became very restless during in-office 
visits . 
At c los!'!-out , all evidence of the :p::,ogress made was gone . But 
A .E .  fee ls her d istance vision is better OS , and no longer feels the 
need for a d istance correction , as she sometimes had previously. She 
fee ls reading is more comfortable with plus and her an lso , and is con­
templating a near Rx. 
52 
PATIENT1 A .E .  
INITIAL 
9/tJ/78 
VA Unaided 
OD 20/15-2 
OS 20/25 
OU 20/15 
3 1  0/0 
1JA 1  4/4exo 
171 6/tt/5 
1 61 x/10� 
41 
OD +.25 
OS Pl- .75Xt 65 
21 t 
OD +3.25/+3.oo-.5ox1 15 
os +2 .75/+2. so-. 5ox14o 
OU +J.00/+2. 75 
Ph 8/8exo 
14A 1 . · .  · ·  
OD +2'.00 
OS +1 .25 
1 5A a  6/6Axo 
t4B a  +1 .25 
1 5B 1 6/Sexo 
14BI 1 +2.12 
71 
' 
on ·+1·.oo-.sox115 
os +.so-.sox140 
7A1 +e.50 ·. 
11C 1 +.25 
7C0 1 Pl . 
s. 1/lexo 
12 1 ·• 
Ph o/o 
OS Sup 2h 
OS Int' 2/t 
1 1 1  t0/4 •' 
9-101 6/10/6 
1JBa  o/d 
181 
Ph o/o ··· 
OS Sup 2/1 
OS Int. 2/1 
111 12/22/8 
161 10/14/8 
191 -4 • .50 
201 -4.7.s 
Ph . 16/tSeao 
Llh +1 .50 ' 
HN a  +2'.2S 
+Rocki 12/�1n . slow w/ 
•Rock t 19/•in• slow w/ 
II Rock e 15/ain. alow w/ 
BO Rockt 14/ialne slow v/ 
-· 
. .. 
POST SHAM 
10/9/78 
20/15-1 
20/20-4· 
20/1.5-t 
1 /0exo 
1/2exo 
10/20/11 
t)/14/8 
+.2.5 
-.2s-.2sx110 
+3. 50/+3. oo�. SOX?) 
+J.oo/+2. so-.2sx165 
+J.75/+'.3.2.5 
8/7exo · 
+2 .00 
+1 . 50 
8/9exo 
+1 .50 
6/?exo 
+2.37 " 
+.75 v/cyl 
+.25 11/cyl 
+.25· ' 
+ .25 
-.25 
0/0 
8/4 ' ' . 
10/14/8 
0/1exo 
-2.00 
-J.00/-2.2S 
10/10.ao · 
+2.00 
+2.2.s 
CIDSEOUT 
12/12/78 
20/15 
20/20 
20/15 
1/texo 
5/6-xo 
18/24/14 
10/12/6 
+.50-.25190 . 
-�25-, 5ox135 
+3.so/+3.25�.5ox90 
+J.oo/+2.1s-.sox14o 
+4.00/+3. 50 
8/tOexo 
+2.00 
+1 . 50 
7/S&xo 
+1 . 75 
7/6exo 
+2.12 
+•75 v/cyl 
+.25 v/cly 
+.so 
+.25 
Pl 
'J/38xo 
o/o · 
2/t 
2/1 
10/5 
6/20/16 
6/7•xo 
1 5/24/10 
1 )/2.4/11 
-t . so  
-4.25/-4.00 
10/12••0 
+1 • .50 
+1 .75 
19/•la• alow w/ 
20/aln. alov w/ 
26/aln, equal 
t 9/•1'4. •low v/ 
5J 
PATmNT 1 A .E .  
OFFICE VISITS 
1 9/18/?8 
VA Unaided 
OD 20/15-1 
OS 20/2o+J 
4 1  
OD + .25- .25X80 
OS - .25-.25x165 
21 1 
on +3. 50/+3.25-. 5ox75 
os +J.00/+2. 75-. 5ox1 50 
14BT 1 +2 . J? 
7 1  
OD +1 .00 w/cyl 
OS + .50 w/cyl 
?A t + . 50 
7RG 1 + . 37 
?CC 1 +.25 
CYCIDPLEGIC 
9/13/?8 
4 1  
OD + . 75-.25X75 + . 50 
1 1/2/78 
20/1 5  
20/2o+2 
+.25-.5ox90 
-.50- . ?5X150 
+ J .  50 /+ 3 .2 5-.25xao 
+3.25/+3.oo-. 5ox155 
+2 .37 
+ .75 w/cyl 
+.25 w/cyl 
+ .50 
+.37 
+ . 12 
OS Pl-.25X140 -.25-.5ox155 
7 1  
OD + . 75 w/cyl 
OS + .25 w/cy'),. 
?A s  +.25 
7RG t +.25 
?CC 1 + . 12 
HOME RX s 
t o/9 1 0/18 
OD +1 .00 +t .25  
OS +.50 +1 .00 
1 1/1 5/78 
20/15  faat 
20/15-2 slow 
+J.S�/+3, oo-.25x80 
+J .25/+2 . 1s�. 1sx150 
+1 ,87 
+1 .00 w/cyl 
+ , 75 w/cyl 
+.75 
+.?5 
+.25 
PATIENT s D.J . AGE a 1 7  
LENGTH OF TRAINING 1 8 WEEKS 
PERTINENT CASI HISTORY1 
SEX1 MAIE 
1 . D.J .  originally presented to the clinic at age thirteen with 
co11pla1nta of d i.stance blur. Myopia regreaalon tra.1n1ng waa initiated 
at this point. No resultant change in refraction or acult7 was demon­
strated . · At the tera1nat1on of training , a bU'ocal was prescribed , 
-.50 OU with a +1 .00 add . 
2 .  Contact lenses were prescribed at age fourteen 1n conjunction 
with plus lenses for near, +.50. 
3. D .J .  has worn the contacts infrequently tor the iast year. 
4. There ha.a been about a one half diopter progrese lon of ayo­
p1a since age thirteen. 
S. No aethenopic coaplainta. 
6. No tluctuat\on of distance Y1:81on aaaoclated with near work, 
or ttith different tl••• ot the clay, alt.hough vlaion does ae• abarp­
er aoae da19 than others. 
7. Good student a A/A-. 
8. Moat ot ti•• spent lncloon. Hobbl• tnolade aodel building 
an4 reacting._ 
P . FACTOR 1 
q/21/78 
4 1  
7 t  
?A 
?QC a 
?Re i 
21!01 
21R e · . 
14BI1 
Pi 
-
.so 
-.15 
. -. 15 
-1 .00 
-1 • .50 
-.15 
-. so -.8? 
-.87 
10/1) 
-.15 
-.1s -.7.5 
· -1 �00 
-1 .50 
-.25 -.2s 
-1 .00 
--.1s 
DDilkl ·SUBJJl:TIVE · REPORT 1 
11/9 12/12 
-.So · -. so 
,.� ,o -.so +.15 -.so 
-1• 3? 
-1 .2s 
+1 . 00  Pl ·' +�?S +-i25 :� -.15 -.8? 
+.2c' -.62 
PATIENT 1 D.J . 
INITIAL POST SHAM 
9/21/78 1 0/1 3/78 
VA Unaided 
OD 20/3o+1 
OS 20/30+3 
OU 20/25-3 
1 1  1 /teso 
1 '3A 1 1 /Jeso 
1 7 1  18/22/14 
1 6 1  x/t A/1 6  
4 1  on - . so- . 75x1so 
OS -1 . 00- .5QX180 
21 t OD +2 . 50/+2 .25-.25X1 3 · 
os +? .25/+2 . oo-.25x13 
OU +2 .75/+2 . 50 
. 
Ph ?/?exo 
14A 1 OD +1 .00 
OS + .75 
1 SA t  9/9exo 
14B t +1 . 00 
1 5B s  6/6exo 
14BI 1 +1 , 12 
7 1  OD -•25 
OS - .50 
7A a  -. 75 
?RG t -1 . 50 
?CC I -1 .25 
81  1 /2eso 
12 1 O/t BUOS 2/1 2/1 
1 1 18/6 
9-10, x/20/1 3 
1 )B t  9/9eso 
18 1  0/1BUOS OS SUP J/1 INF 2/0 
1 ? 1  1 0/22/18 
1 6 1  x/18/18  
19 1  -2 . 75 
20.t -3 . 50/-3 . 50 
Ph 1 ?/1 6eso 
LN"t OD +1 .25 
OS +1. . 00 
HN t OD +1 .50 
OS +1 .25 
+ Rocks 1 1 0/min . slow w/o doubl
.
ed 
-Rocks 1 12/m in . slow w/ doubled 
BI Rocks : 6/min . drift a,:ia.rt w/ 
BO Rock� 1 20/min . slow w/ 
MEM t OD 
OS 
VA w/+1 .00 OD 
OS 
20/30-2 
20/40-2 
20/25-3 
1 /0exo 
2/2eso 
1 6/22/12 
X/20/14 
-. 15-.25x180 
- .  75-.)0XtBO 
+J . oo/+2 . 50- .25x1 0 
+2 . 75/+2 .25-•25X12 
+1 .25 
+1 . 00 
6/4exo 
+ . 75 
J/4exo 
+1 . 00 
-.25 
-. so 
- . 75 
-1 . 50 
-1 .25 
1 /1exo 
1 0/7 
24/28/14 
O/Jeso 
-J . 75 
-4 . 25/-1 .25 
12/11eso 
+1 .25 
+1 .(10 
+2 .00 
+1 . 75 
20/60-1 
20/60-1 
PATTENT 1 D • . J • 
CLOSE·· OUT 
12/12/?8 
VA Unaided t 
OD 20/jo+ 
OS 20/10-2 
OU 20/25+3 
, '.h 2/texo 
. 1 3At 5/4exo 
17. 26/l-8/24 
4 1 0D - . 50• .25X175 
os -1 . oo-.25x5 
21 1 on +3 ,z5/+3�00-. 5oxa5 
OS +3.25/+3.00-.. 50X85 · . 
OU +). ?5/+3.25 . . 
Ph 
. 
8/1 Oexo .·· 
t4A.1 · OD +.?5 
OS +. ?5 
1 SA 1 8/1 Oexo 
tLi.B 1  -. 50 
· 11)B • ·· 2/2�xo · 
t4BI 1 +1 . 1:? 
7 1 . OD. Pl 
OS Pl . . . 
?A t .;..50 
?RG t .. t925 
7CC 1 :..1 .
·
a7 
8 12/-,,J'AV . · . 
12 1 o/o 'J/t 3/1 
11 1 10/5. ·.. . . 
9-10 I X}24/8 
1 '3B 1  : 6/6eso · 
17.· • .  2
.
2p.
.
· · . ··.8·/2· . 2 
161 xft4/19 
19• -6.oo 
20i -4�.50/-'.l.2S 
Ph13/)n.o 
21 I .  +�.25/+2 .15 
LN i  +1 .>75 
Hl h +2 .00· 
-+ Rc>cks i 24/min. slow w I 
- Rocks 1 21/min. slow w/ 
!I Rocks i 2)/min. eq\l&l. 
BO Rocks t 22/min. equal 
MEMt OD + .. 75 . 
. 
· · .os +•7f · 
CYCLOPLIOOIC 
9/21/78 
41 OD -t .00-.50X180 
OS -1 �25-e.50X10 · 
71 OD - . 7,5- .25X5 
os -. 1.s-.soxtso 
7Ai -i .oo 
7CC 1 -1 . 12 
'lRG t -1 .sO 
PATIENT s D.J . 
OFFICE VISITS 
1 0/18 
VA Unaided s 
OD 20/25-3 
OS 20/2 5-3 
OU 20/20-3 
VA w/+1 . 00 1  
OD 20/60-1 
OS 20/60-1 
4 1  OD -.50-.25X180 
os -1 .oo-.25x1Bo 
21 1 OD +3.25/+2 . ?5-.2.5X7 
08 +2 . 75/+2 .25 
14B! s +1 . 50 
7 1  OD + .25  
OS Pl 
7A s - .2 5  
7RG 1 -1 . 37 
?CC t -1 . 12 
10/31 
20/40-2 
20/60 
20/20-3 
20/60+2 
20/60 
-.25-. 5ox180 
- . 50-.5ox180 
+3.25/+2 . 75-. 5ox12 
+J .25/+2 . ?5- .25X1 5  
+1 . 00 
+ .25 
Pl 
-.25 
-1 . 12 
-1 . 37 
1 1/9 
20 115 
20/1 5-1 
20/1 5  
20/20-2 slow 
20/20-1 slow 
�;50;..; ., 5ox1Bo . 
- .50-.5ox1ao 
+4.25/+3.50-.25xa5 
+4. oo/+3. 50-. 5oxa5 
+1 .25 
+1 . 00 
t • 75 
+ . 75 
PATIENT1 P.K.  AG.al a 16 
LENGTH O F  TRAINING 1 6 WE!KS 
PERTINENT CASE HISTORY s 
SEXa FEMALE 
1 .  
2 .  
Distance Rx worn fullt1me since sixth grade ( five years) .  
lhc worn only 1ntern.1ttantly for pa.st half year. 
'· No ch$nge 1n d1stance Rx · deemed necessary for two years. 
4. Occasional tropi• re"POrted by frienda when Rx was worn full• 
time . 
. . 
5. 
6. 
Occasional d1 plo p1a at near noted with Rx. 
Headaches and . distance blur when reading with Rx. 
?. No history of myopia · in taaily. 
8. "B" student ,  though not an avid read.er. 
9, Very active in athletlca .  
P FACTOR a 
1.0/'JO 
4 1 -1.00 
21B01 �1.?.5 
21R1 . •t . 50  
l�Bit -1 ,25 
1 •  -1 .25 
7A 1 •1,00 . 
1cc• -1 . 25 
?RG t  -1 .25 
Pa 
ENDING SUB.JECTJVE dPORTi 
12/12 
-. 15 
•1 . 75 
-1 . 50 
-1 .37 
-1. 75 
-1 •2s ·  
-1 .62 
:.1 975 
.• 1.50 
t .  No noticeable 'c� 'in distance acuity. . . '. ,, , - , .  ' :  
2 .  More comfortable with near'. taeka. wearing hoae Rx. 
CASE SUMMARY 1  
P.k. "was init�l.J� seen in the clinic presenting onj.y co&JMt1c 
coa'PJ.alnts regarding her present trues • . . Fraile but not Rx was changed 
•'!Jout se,,.n ilontha ago and . since ttlen , worn onl.f sp0radically. 
' �· . . . .' . . 
bU 
At the start of the program , P.K. sounded very enthused, but as 
t ime progressed , motivation dropped . Appointments were missed, home 
exercises were not done , and the home Rx was not worn. 
An early training session showed some improvement in distance 
unaided visual acuity , falling tc 20/50 with each eye se parately, but 
no change 1n "P" factor accompanied it. 
Utilizing normative analysis , significant change was shown in 
vergences at near , base-out , and divergence at far (Appendix A) . Less 
hy·po posturing of accommodation as shown by the 14B has result�d , and 
some increase in facility in minµs lens rocks has occurred , 
Essentially little conclusion can be made as to the efficacy of 
the program with P . K .  Very little was done on the :pa.rt o f  the patient 
at home , and we were not able to maintain an in-office progra.11 due to 
her extra-curricular involvement . 
A distance correction , -1 .25 sphere OU , with a near add , +i .50,  
as determined by a slo pe  o f  accommodation and convergence analysis 
(Appendix B) was prescribed at close-out , and some in-office sessions 
for the eso problem recommended. 
PATIENT i P.k • 
. INITIAL CIDSEOtn' 
10/J0/'?8 12/12/78 
UNAIDED VA 1 · OD 20/100 
OS 20/100 
ou 20/70 
·J a J/'5eso .· . f'3A 1  1/Jeao 
181 . .  
171 14/18/to 
161 1 6/18/5 
4 a on . -t ;oo ...  5ox90 
·· os �1 .25 . 
21t OD +1 .  50/+1 .25-.25X8'.3 
OS +1 .50/+1 .25 · . 
OU' +t .50/+t.25 
Ph 0/0 . . . 
l4A s OD +.25 
. os +.so . l5A s  6/2eao 
14BI 1 +.75 
14B s i/50' ) 
1 5B s  2/1exo 
7 1  OD -.75 ...  25x85 
OS -.15 
. 
7A.f -1·· · ()() . . · , ' 7RG·· -t.�25 · 
?CC • -1 . 50 
s ,  t/�so . · 
12 ., ozo 2/1 2/1 
11 1 5/1. 9-
.
·101 . 1./24/13 13B a  8/S.so 
111 
161 
. 19. -2.15 
2
.
0i -2
.
· .�01-.2.25 
Ph 1J/14eao · 
Uia ·ob + li!.n · . . · . · ' JU  .: :os· ..... 15 
Ht(a OD +1 .00 . · oo +1.2s. 
+Rockaa 15/liin. slow· .w/o . 
""Rock.81 - (•t.50) 16/min. slow v/ 
. Bl• Ro�tcs• . . 15/id.n.·· · alc)w w/ Bo Roc:Ut 20/m1n. equal · 
MIM 1  OD +.5�.25X1BO 
/ os +.so+�25x1so 
VA.' w/+•50 . .  · · · . . · OD 20/100 . 
OS' ' 20f.tC>O 
20/lOo+l 
2ono 
20/70 
4/?eso 
4/7eso 
x/22/6 . 
x/Jo/18 
.;.. 75;..50x100 
-.i5-.50x80 · 
+1.50/+1 .25 
+1 .75/+t.so 
+1 .50/+1.25 
2/2eso 
+925 ' ' 
���80 
+.62 
-.25 
3/6eso 
-1 .25 
-1 .00 
-1 .25 
-1.·75 
-1 .87 
�?o-jio 3/0 
·
. � 4/14 
.· ·· ,. 
9/11eao · ·  
14/2
.
0/-J 
X/)2/20 
-3 •. 00. · · . -4. /00/�1 . 75 
�2/12eao . 
+150+.25xt80 
+.75t.2.5Xt80 : 
+e'5Qf.25X180 +�•7 .2sx1so 
16 111n. equal . 
4 m1n.. · slow· ·J/ 
14/111n. atv w/ 
18/•in• equal 
+.so+.2sx1ao 
+.5o+..25x1ao 
PATIENT a H . H  AGE : 2 3  SEX a II.ALE 
LENGTH OF TRAINING : 9 ·wEEKS 
PERTINENT CASE HISTORY a 
1 .  Left eye distance blur fi:cst noticed around age seventeen . 
2 .  Eye strain from reading . 
) .  Left eye acuity worse after reading an d  toward the evening . 
4. No previous Rx worn . 
P FACTOR 1 (OS SPHERE) 
INITIAL CLOSE-OUT 
9/26 12/27 
41 - .so -. 50 
7 1  -. 75 - . 75 
7A 1 -.75 -. 50 
7RG s - . 75 -. 50 
7CC I -.50 -t . 12 
21B0 1 -1 . 00 . - . 75 
21R : -1 . 00 - . 75 
14Bt s - . 50 -. 37 
P a  - .75 -.62 
ENDING SUEJECTIVE REPOHT a 
1 .  Vision seems to fluctuate more now during the day (at tiaes 
be tter) than before training . 
2 .  Eye strain from reading unre lie ved by training ,.nd. Rx. 
CASE SUMMARY t 
No change in either "P" factor or visual acuity was seen for H . H .  
Motivation was high initially , but began to fall off after about week 
five or so as no improvement emerged. 
Significant change did occur in the flexibility of the visual 
system , both in ranges and facility , however these did not manifest 
themselves in subjective improvement .  
OJ 
PRTIENT 1 H . H  
INITIAL CLOSE-Ot!I' 
9/26/78 12/27 /78 
VA Unaided s 
OD 20/1 5  
OS 20/,5o+J 
OU 20/15 
Ja  1/Jexo 
1 3A s  1/Jeso 
1 6  s 12/1 5/8 
1 7 1  X/14/6 
4 1  OD +.25-.25X180 
OS -. 50- .25X180 
21 s OD +J .00/+2 .50 
OS +2 .25/+1 . 75-.25X175 
OU +J .00/+2 . 50 
Ph 10/Hexo 
14A 1 OD +2 .25 
OS +1 . 50 
1 5A s  9/8exo 
14B s  +2 . 00 
1 5B 1 6/Bexo 
14Bi t +2 .25 
71 OD +.50 
OS -.25 
7A s Pl 
7RG 1 Pl 
?Ce a Pl 
8 1  2/1eao 
9-101  X/1 6/6 
1 1 1 6/'J 
1 )B 1 1 1/12eso 
19 1 -2 .00 
?O s -2 .25/-r . 75 
Ph 1 6/14eso 
LN 1  OD +2 . 00-.25X180 
OS +1 . 50 
HN 1 OD +2 .25-.25X180 
OS +1.75 
+ Rocks s 12/min.  
- Rocks 1 12/min . 
BI Rocks s 12/min . 
BO Rock6 s 10/min . 
MEM 1 OD +1 . 00 
OS +.50 
20/15  
20/50 
20/15  
2/2exo 
2/2eso 
18/22/18 
X/24/12 
-.25 
-.50�.25x1ao 
+;.25/+2 .75-.25x1ao 
+2 . 50/+2 . oo-.25x1ao 
+3.00/+2 . 50 
10/9exo 
+1 . 87 
+1 .12 
8/?exo 
+1 . � 
4/2exo 
+2 . 12 
+ . 50 
-.25 
+ .25 
Pl 
.;..62 
J/1eso 
5/26/16 
8/6 
10/1 1eso 
-J .50 
-3. 75/-J.25 
20/20eso 
+1 . 75-.25X180 
+1 .00 
+2 .00-.25X180 
+1 . 50 
19/min . 
23/min . 
30/min . 
17/111n .  
+ .87 
+ . 87 
PATIENT 1 C . Y .  AGE : 24 SEX 1 MALE 
LENGTH Oli' TRAINING 1 7 WEEKS 
PERTINENT CASE HISTORY 1 
1 .  Distance Rx worn 1ntemittantly (classes and driving ) for 
pa.st six years , 
2 .  Refractive status stable for at least the past two years . 
3 . Eyes tend to tire when reading , 
P FACTOR 1 
1 1/6 12/1 3  
4 1  - . 75 - . so 
7 1 -1 . 00 -.?5 
?A s -1 . 00 -. 75 
7RG 1 -1 . 00 - . 87 
?Ce a -1 . 00 - .62 
21BO a  -1 .25 -1 .25 
21R 1 -1 .25 -1 . 00 
14BI : -1 . 00 - . 87 
Ps  -1 . 00 - . 87 
ENDING SUBJECTIVE REPORT1 
1 .  No improvement in distance via ion noted . 
2 .  More comfort reading with home Rx. 
CASE SUMMAH.Y s 
C .Y . expressed intf:rest in this study and since he wore his dis-
tance Rx only part-time , we decided to initiate training to see if 
any movement could be induced .  
The initial interest , however, did not transfer to hard work. 
Although the home Rx was well tolerated , and worn for most reading 
and much of the time in the house , about three hours daily , little 
in the way of exercises were done , 
Ad.d1t1onally; as course work built up toward the end of the sem.-
ester, c . Y . , an optometry student , began to skip office appointments . 
With this in mind, though no change was �een in " P" factor or accom-
modative-convergence interactions , little can be concluded about the 
efficacy of the program. 
Some 111prove11ent in monocular distance acuity waa noted, though 
not in binocular. Also , more comfort was reported reading through the 
plus Rx than through habitual plano. At close-out, a bifocal was be­
ing coritemplated to put him into plus at near. 
PATIENT 1 C .Y .  
INITIAL CLOSE-OUT 
1 1/6/78 12/13/78 
VA Unaided a 
OD 20/60 
OS 20/60+2 
OU 20/40-) 
3 1  6/7eso 
13A s  5/6eso 
18 1  o/o 
17 1  X/16/6 
1 6 1  X/20/16 
4 1  OD -.15-. 5ox180 
os -1 .oo-.5ox180 
21 1 OD +2 . 00/+1 . 50-.25X176 
os +2 .25/+1 . 75-. 5ox2 
OU +1 . 75/+1 . 50 
Ph 7/7exo 
14A a  OD + . 50 
OS + . 75 
1 5A s  1/1exo 
14B 1 Pl 
15B a  1 /2exo 
14Bi t +1 , 00 
7 1 OD -. 50 
OS -.25 ' 
?A t -1 , 00 
7RG 1 -1 ,00 
7CCs -1 ,25 
81 8/9eso 
1 2 1  o/o 
1 1 : 10/2 
9-10 1 X/20/12 
1 3B a  4/5eso 
191  -6. 75 
201  -6. 00/-5 .25 
Ph s 14/1 6eso 
LN s  OD +1 . oo 
OS +1 ,25 
HN a  OD +1 , 00 
OS +1 ,25 
HEM 1 OD +1 , 00 
OS +1 ,00 
VA w/+.50 1  
OD 20/100 
OS 20/100 
20/4o+2 
20/40-J 
20/40+) 
8/8eso 
6/7eso 
o/o 
x/1fJ/12 
X/24/24 
-.50-.75x1 70 
- .75-.7.5X5 
+2 . oo/+1 .15- .5ox175 
+2 ,25/+2 ,00-. 75X170 
+2 . 00/+1 .75 
6/7ex� 
+1 . 00 
+1 .25 
2/2exo 
+ . 50 
3/Jexo 
+1 .12 
-.25 
Pl 
- .75 
- . 87 
- . 87 
7/8eso 
o/o 
8/4 
14/24/24 
?/8eso 
-6. oo 
-6. 50/-3 .50 
1 6/18eso 
+ • 75 
+t .oo 
+1 .00 
+1 .25 
+.15 
+ . 75 
' 
20/10..2 
20/70-2 
PATIENT 1 R .S .  
FREE POSTURE 
INITIAL 
� .  - . 75 
14BI 1 -1 . 00 
?RG 1 -1 . 00 
7CC 1 - . 62 
Pt -.A? 
INITIAL 
7 •  -.15 
?A s -.50 
?.1 B01 -1 . 00 
21R s  -.75 
Pa  -.15 
PATIENT • . T . R .  
FREE FOSTURE 
INITIAL 
4 1  -.25 
t4Bl s "':•25 
7RG 1 ..;•2S 
?CC I -.1.2 
Pa 
FORCF.D POSTURE 
TNITIAL 
7 •  +.25 
7A 1 +.25 
21 00 t  - . so 
21R s  - . 25 
P1 - . 12 
PROORF..SS 
- . so -.25 
Pl 
+ . 12 
- . 1 2  
PROGRESS 
+ . 50 
+ . 50 
Pl 
Pl 
+ .25 
PROGRESS 
-.25 
-.12 
+ . 12 
+ . 12 
Pl ( •} 
PROGRESS 
Pl 
+.25 
+ .25 
+ . 50 
+ .25 
INITTAL 
4 :  -.?. 5 
14BI 1 - . 1 2  
?RG I -.25 
?CC I - • .  50 
Pa  - . 2 5 
FORCED POSTURE 
INITIAL 
7 1  -.25 
?A s 
21 R0 1  
21R s 
-.25 
- . 2 5  
-.25 
Ps  
PATIENT t D.J I 
FREE POSTURE 
INJ'f'TAL 
4 1  - . 15 
t4BI I -1 . 00 
7RG t -1 . 50 
7CC t -1 . 00 
Pt -1 . 00 
FORCED POSTUHE 
INITIAL 
? a -. ?5 
7A a -. 75 
21 BO t  - . ?5 
21R a  - . 50 
P a  - .  f.e 
PROGHF.8S 
Pl 
- . 37 
Pl 
+ .2 5  
Pl ( -) 
PROGRESS 
+ .25 
+ . 50 
Pl 
Pl 
+ . 25 
PROGRESS 
- . 50 
-. 75 
- . 62 
PROGRESS 
+. 50 
+ . 75 
+1 . 00 
+ . 75 
+ , 75 
CONC LUSION 
Limited success can be claimed for our I'f!gimen based uron inspec -
t 1on of our data . I n  only one case , that of R .S . ,  d id c lose -out find­
ings yil!!ld a s ignif '-cantly reduced " P" factor .  Three other subjects , 
A .  E .  , T .  R .  , a.nrl n .J • , d id show movemen t  toward more plus at some time 
through the train ing p!'!riod , hut by c lose-out , these subjects had re -
gresserl to ba.s�line status . 
For R . S . , by the sl xth week into training , the ?A had moved from 
-. 50 to plano , finally peaking at + . 50 around week e leve n .  By close ­
out ,  three weeks later , it had again dropped to plan o .  C hanges in 
" P" factor fo l lowed a sim ilar course . Starting at - . 8? ,  it  moved to 
- . 1 2  and fina l ly to plano before dropping back to - . 2 5 .  
Max1.mum c hangfl! for A . E .  a ppeared a t  about week s i x  of train ing . 
" P" factor moved from - . 1 2  to about + . 12 with ?A going from about - . 25 
to + . 50 .  By close -out these gains had been lost , and the " P" factor 
was at its i n i t ial leve l  of - . 2 5 .  
Four weeks into train ln.<r, , T . R . showed a movement of + . 2 .5  i n  " P" 
factor though the 7A f tndings remained unchanged . As coo peration in 
t he train ing regimen dropped , however , this fell to initial levels at 
close-out . 
Subject D . J . showed the most promise for success with our program . 
Four weeks into train ing , 7A had mov�d from - . 75 to +1 . 00 and the " P" 
factor s howed gains from, - . 75 to + . 37 .  Again however, this was lost 
and c los@l! -out showerl ?A at - . 50 and " P" at -. 62 .  
Finrl inr, common ground in these four subjects , we see that in all 
cases , static r�t lnoscony find ings lag behind the changes seen in the 
?A .  One may argue t,hat this represents increased blur d.etection ra­
ther than c hange in actual refrac tive state . 
'3 
Followin� this line on v isual acu i ty , Ludlam s peaks of visual 
70 
acuity de -peaking during training . That is , as unaided visual acuity 
impro ve s , best cocrected acuity dro p; . LudlaJll finds these , in most 
case s , to be the successful patients , the ones who in their daily life 
no longer demand 20/20 acuity . 
52 
Layton et al , in the ir pilot study of P'rce ptlon of blur in o p-
tometric tests , found that the amount of blur needed to trigger a just 
notlceabl� difference approached a noI'lllal distri bution . They feel the y 
5) 
are measuring the same trait that Klein described in his le ve ling -
sharrienlng dichotomy. Le velers are those persons who are unable or 
unwilling to percei ve small perce ptual differences . Sharpeners are 
thos� �rsons who delight in making suc h discriminations . Succe ssful 
training seems to at least partially de pend upon perce ptual training 
to move subjects along this normal distr i bution toward a visual style 
on the leveler s ide . 
We did not see this de -peaking of best corrected acuity arise in 
any of our patients . It remained at starting le ve ls ,  in all cases 
20/1 5 .  All of the se r;atients , as well as B . F .  and G .C . , d id re port 
subject! ve improvement in distance vi sual acu 1 ty , and this may perhars 
"he due to movement down this shartJener-leveler curve . 
Klein s peaks of his le ve ler- sharpener dichotomy along with par-
ale l l  personal !  ty trai ts . Le ve llers follow patterns of " se lf-inward-
ness , "  whl le sharpeners tend toward " se lf-outwardness . .. This falls 
o pposed to personality stud ies assoc\ated with refraction where common 
myo pe - introvert and hyperope -extrovert comparisons are drawn .  
Viewing the two dichotomies i n  light o f  each other , the myo pe -
introv!'!rt-leveler would form a common bond as would the hyperope-e x -
trovert-sharpener. I t  is interesting that a myo pe -leve ler should be 
given a he tter prognosis for regression t han  a myope- sharpener since 
hased upon these two vlews , the myo pe -leveler traits should be comple -
·11 
was of the magnitud e of one and one -half d io pter . Pre -training with 
D .J .  s howed a free-forced d ifferecnce of . J?D , free more myopic than 
forced . In the other three case s , pre -training showed free and forced 
within one -e igth of a diopter .  
Hypothe s i z ing o n  what i s  happening here , it appears that perha.);8 
a negative accommodative ability has in fact been trained that can be 
man ifested at the far-po int . The actual re sting s tate of accommodation 
with fixation at far lags be hind this abi lity . Given a far acuity de-
mand , the negative accommodative abi l tty is e xercised . Without such 
a demand , however , accommodat ion will tend to posture further in to -
ward the subject ,  c loser to pre-tra in ing , habitual levels . A poss i -
ble test of this , which unfortunately was not carried out , might be 
to scope one eye w ith the other e ye fixing small letters through the 
?A at far . Should the mechanism in fact be occurring , one would ex-
pec t to see a neutral refle x .  
Perhaps some predictive power may coJ11e out o f  t he  above . Cor-
roborating our free-forced d ifferences ,  Dr. Rocky Kaplan , in on OEP 
study group session at Pacific Un ivers ity , s poke of myopia contro l , 
po inting to the often found differences in 4 and ?A w ith the patient 
accepting more plus in a .forced plus si tua.tion . This is a good can -
d idate for myo pia contro l according to Ka plan . He also finds these 
patients often wi.11 show improved distance acuity w ith some simple 
re laxation technique s , along the same lines as Giddings and Lanyon ' s  
study , mentioned in the introduct ion . 
1 
According to Borish such d ifferences be tween objective and sub-
jective findings indicate functional or pseudo-myopia. and therapy should 
fal l  along the l i.nes we pursued . Howe v�r , we did not see a free -forced 
d t fference appearing unt i l  training had been in progress for a few 
I _, 
weeks , i-. xce pt in the case of n . J . T . R .  did show an initial 4-7A dif-
ference , with the 7A into plus and the 4 into minus , but free-forced 
comparisons d id not reflect this difference . Under the cyclopleglc , 
all four s howed myopia , e ven T . R .  who showed a 7A of + . 25 under the 
heavy plus pre set routine leading to that finding s This may indicate 
that the cycloplegic used , cyclo pentolate hydrochloride , is not as strong 
a relaxlng a.gent as is the plus preset routine . 
42 
Bannon , in his cycloplegic s tudy on a clinical Caucasian popula-
tion utilizing atropine or homatropine , showed a 74% agreement between 
cyclo plegic and non-cycloplegic refractions within + . )OD sphere , and 
43-
84% agreement within �.25D c yl inder . Young et al studied eyclople-
gic effects on an Eskimo population utilizing cyc lopento late hydrochlor-
ide . Good agreement with Bannon ' s  data was found on hyperoi:ies , but 
myo-pes s howed poor agreemen t . Young found 75% of his myopic subjects 
had less myopia under the cycloplegic ; Bannon had 3� less myopic . 
No change was shown in 1 5% for Young , J� for Bannon . More myopia was 
seen in 10% of Young ' s  myopes while 2 f:/fi  of Bannon ' s  were more ayopic . 
Of the e ight cycloplegics we did , all fell within one half diop-
ter of s phere and cylinder of the non-cyc loplegic routine . Yet it is 
interesting that the d ifferences we did find , though smal l ,  were in the 
direction of more myopia in all but one case ( that of L.M . ) .  We don ' t ,  
however , see this as being too significant as thfl! number of cases is 
small and the variance within c linical error . 
A free -forced posture differfl!nce initially may be the best indica-
tor of -potential refra.cti ve movement , if n .J . ' s  case has any generali-
zabi lity . The fact that he regressed to base -line le ve ls , though , lends 
doubt as to the length of such change . It seems we are led l».ck to 
Ludlam ' s  statement about changing the myopic l ife s tyle for any peI'11la-
('¥ 
nence . 
Seven of our eleven iatients initially pr�sented with compla1n�s 
of asthenop1a or distance blur following near work. Of these . six re-
ported relief at the end of our training , attributing the change ( ex­
cept for T . W . )  to the use of the home Rx. Additionally , A .E o t though 
not initially re porting any near complaints , felt the home Rx gave her 
more comfort at near tasks . To us , this points strongly to an accommo-
dative component to the visual problem .  Tbat myopia i s  a manifestation 
of a near :point problem is at odds with traditional thoughts of myopia 
as being a simple growth phenomena . But here we have a large percen-
tage ( though of a small population ) presenting near centered complaints 
in addition to the myopia . We view this as significant , and further , 
as justification for pursuing our regimen. 
Five of the seven reporting relief also demonstrated better visual 
acuity , and four of the five gave subjective re ports of better vision . 
Two others , D.J . and G .C .  also re ported and demonstrated improved acuity . 
Exactly what change we have effected here is unclear. The argument 
that we have simply trained increased blur detection for letters is tem• 
pered by the fact that the subjects were reporting better vision in 
their own lives. Perhaps it is that we did train some negative accom-
modation that the patient can utilize , or perhaps what we trained was 
better visual awareness . That visual acuity can be trained has been 
54 , 55 
demonstrated . More training along this line might be beneficial 
for myopic subjects to he lp them utilize more maximally their visual 
potential irrespective of refractive change . 
56 
Trachtman ' s  case re port on biofeedback control of accommodation 
to reduce functional myopia yields some findings complementing ours . 
He defines his Datient as a functional myope based on a difference be-
tween subjective refraction and static retinoscopy ( essentially no dif­
ference O .D . , but o . s .  showing one -half diopter less minus sphere and 
no cylinder in the suhj ect ive versus - . ?5X90 in ret inoscopy) , history 
of prolonged c lose work , high negative re lative accommodation , oneet 
of refract i ve error in late teens or early twenties , and absence of' 
ocular-pathology . The training was conducted in a dark environment 
and although no generalization to an illuminated environment was expect­
ed , it was found @ 
After training , static retinoscopy showed sphere components essen­
tially unchanged , but .  the against-the-rule cylinder,. -. 75D in each eye , 
was no longer present . We predicted , but d id not find such changes in 
our study. The subjective refraction showed one d iopter more plus in 
each eye , similar to our free-forced posture differences . Additional­
ly,  unaided acuity improved two lines while best corrected acuity drop­
ped one line , fo liowing 30me of Lud la.m ' s  observations for our regimen . 
No explanat ion is postulated for the acuity changes .  I t  is inter­
esting that this type of training should lead to a de -paaking of acuity , 
but since it is but a single case , really little can be concluded , 
Yet , if this is re presentative , perhaps it is a concomitant of heavy 
plus accommodative training and works inde �ndently of perce ptual change 
along the leve ler-sharpener curve . 
Concluding , we were very disappointed with our small i:atient po p­
ulation . Problems of scheduling during the summer months with the au­
t hors ' differing off-campus col11Jllitments made difficult an adequate re­
cruitment of subjects . In addition , cooperation from our fellow clln--­
icians in identifying potential patients was sorely lacking . 
Motivation became a very large stumbling block. Most of our sub­
jects d id not main tain optimum or even adequate home training routines .  
For all but a few of our subjects , really very little conclusion a.bout 
the efficacy of our program can be made . Training was s imply not fol-
lowed to an adeq uate degree . Yet we did have indications of success and 
were able to postulate some conclusions . We hope that :further study 
in this area will shed further light on the subject • 
. 
APPENDIX A 
NORMATIVE ANALYSIS 1 
Professor H .  M .  Haynes ,  of Pacific University , has compiled a. set 
of c linical norms based on extensi ve reaearch at thfJ College of Opto­
metry . Each ind ividual finding is considered normal in magnitude if 
it is with in �lus or minus one probable error of the distribution from 
the mean . This includes fifty percent of the population . A' probable 
error is approximately two-thirds of the standard deviation of the dis­
tribution . A movement of greater than one probable error in a finding 
has been considered by us as significant . 
. . 
. . 
/ l 
NORMATIVE ANALYSIS RATING SCALE 
Convergence Sets 
Amplitude ( Re) 
Mean P . E .  
NPC (K) 2 . 5" • 7 "  
NPC ( R) 4 "  1 . 7 " 
convergence Pos ture (Pc} 
8 . 5  XO l . i  
' , l JB lO 4 >CO 3 .  5 l3B 6 . 5 >CO 4 
· .-. . S' { S , 138) • 7 5  . 2 3 
: S (8 , lSA) . 55 . 2  
. S (8 , l SB) . 6  . � 2  
· Fxd 
. Fxd 
. S t Fxd) . 
:.' Convel'CJenee Facility (Fe) 
t � f8&0) 9 ( 1 2) 3 
. • 101< - 19 4 • 6 
�OR 9 3 
Dev . Score 
• 
llK 8 2 .  2 
_;;;. ______ .....;;.;;..;;;... ________ ���--� 
llR . 3. 5 - l. 8  
10.R..;8 -_. ... �f.;.,;;..;. 
___ 
3
-.._---
-
-------
ll'tt'CS J • · L- e - , _ ...... ..... ..._ __ __,........., ___ �-�----� . l1R-.l0R 1 2 : 2 � 8  . 
.: llK�lOk. _2.-.&_ ....... ....., ... , 4.,. __ --...---...------
�· l�-��&d) ..,1.....,3 ...-<...,l ... 6) ___  4_ .. . . ____ .. 
---
-----
: l�l(. ._ 19 4 • 7 . : - . L · 
•� - · l6R ' -9----4-------------
; 17�- (B&O) U. ( 14 ) 3 _._ ' · -· -
'l7X ..,..2.,...0 ...;,..,.......;;--2=--. 9---- - ________ .,._ 
l7R 12 2 . 9  
l'6R!'"l3B 
.
. ... 1... 1-- --4 ........ ---------
·. i7R-l3B .8 3 .  3 -
. . . l7R.;.l6R. \ -2•2----- _•4.;...;;,,,_.,.. ______ _ 
· •,,: J.7K-l6K 38 .-. ___ .-,5 ..... -
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
-. 
�: l7A-l6A ..;;;2:.::;3_., �:f3;,;0�>-...:S:...iC�6;;i.1 _______ _ · . . 
Conver9enc� Response Tirne (C/M) 
:�f;- ,:!L'· �r . · • ··�·· . .. 
. 
.• 1ts}'r(letdc Convergence , ( B .  M. F. ) 
. lttt.� 2 � BK 4 2° 50_-. -
f. Rt}'..+2 I R  37° . . 50 ', . 
. sg-R- 5b 1 .70 
. .  :
�
�-
·· 
'
• 
-
� 
. 
Other 
o\;heJ: · · · .< 
-�2· l° T r 1l · r 
x .10 . 
@ 33cm� 
--------....... -------
Patient --------------
Exam Date ..... _ _... _ _...._..._ ____ _ 
Accommodative set� 
An\Plitud� (Ra) 
NPA-P (OU) 
Mean 
' Aecortlnodative Posture (Pa) 
l4A-P +l. 25 . . • . 37 
l4AlO_p +2 . 00 . _50 
148-P +l . 00 . 37 
l4alO_p +l . 62 . 50 
s ( - 148) . so . 1� 
S (+l4B) • 60 __..•-..1--.S ___ _ 
· Dynamic Ret'inoscopy 
MEM " 4 (ff card) • 62 . 18 
MEM" 4  ( 20/100) . 62 . 18 
LN · 4-p . 87 . 31 ·. 
s (HEM) < 201100> _ . eo . · . oa 
s (Hdy) . 75 . . I .15 
Aec�ative .Facility (Fa-) 
2oe-:p . 2 .  so .e7 
2oso-P - .  
.....-
3 .... s�o---1-.·o-o ___ _ 
20R-P 2 . 62 L OO 
-----..--..-...----------
20 acr�OR_ , _ ... a ... 'J__ • ..,6._.2_' -----
2_01;\0-21BQ _6�·�0�0-· --,;;;1 .... .;;..1 2;;.. ___ _ 
2()R-l4e --�4 • ...,s�o-' _.1-.-�12�-
--
21a-P _,l�-- 8�7 _ _...•..;;;l.-7 ___ _ 2100-.p _2�· ·-1�1 __ ..... _s...,o ___ _ 
21R�P · 1 .  87 • ·37 
21eo:..2"l.R ....-..-.:. s�o-· ----� 3�,-----
• r2llt,..:2PR ....:.5.::..:. 2;.;:S:..' --:1:.;:- ·�1;,:;2 ___ _ 
· 21a-.14B i . oo . 37 
i 9::.p- .-.4""!'� 2"""s"""'· -1-- .;.,;;;2_s ___ _ 
5-'4· :· l . f2 -· . 37 
__ .......... _____________ __ s (HNr) • _ ..... J;.;;S;._...;.'o..;·· , - � 1-s_- --
Accommodative_ Respo�se 'fl.me ' (C/M)· 
Plus , (bin . )  . -
-
. .. · 2l ·' 5 · · _ :; , 
' . 
.
. 
. 
, Minus (bi:n. )  21 S , ..,... ____ ...;...:..-------� 
other 
.J 
!:c�J R e  I i  1 3  
�(Sc x f) 
Ai • !; ( f) x 10 • -------' ".:_::,,. , .-
APPENDIX B 
SLOPE PRESCRIPTION 
A near'{JOint lftns prescri ption may be calculated from the ratio 
· of the convergence and accommodative responsas to change in fixation 
plane from far to neare 
d 1 
S = ( S  - S ) X - , add to P. 
Rx c a d 
S = slope of c onvergence under phoric conditions as a function of change 
c response 
in target distance (--------) .  
demand 
S = slo� of accommodative response to gross targets as a function of 
a response 
change in target distance (--------) .  
demand 
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